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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 

1.1 HYPERFINE EFFECTS IN ROTATIONAL SPECTRA 

The effects of nuclear electric quadrupole moments in the hyperfine struc

ture of molecular spectral lines are well known and have extensively been 

studied in microwave spectroscopy of gases (TOW 55). The effects of nuclear 

magnetic dipole moments in the molecular spectra are generally very diffi

cult to observe because they give rise to only very small splittings: typically 

of the order of 10-100 kHz whereas the quadrupole hyperfine splitting is of 

the order of several MHz. 

The magnetic interactions which will be discussed in this thesis are the 

spin-rotation interaction and the direct magnetic dipole-dipole, or spin-spin 

interaction. The first interaction is that of nuclear magnetic dipoles (if pres

ent in the molecule) with currents due to electron and nuclear motion. The 

spin-spin interaction arises from direct coupling between magnetic dipoles 

associated with nuclear spins. As will be discussed in Chapter V the spin-

rotation interaction for the Kth nucleas can be written in the form of a scalar 

product C K ( I K ' J ) » where Τκ is the nuclear spin, J the molecular rotational 

angular momentum, and Cjc the hyperfine coupling constant which has to be 

evaluated from the spectrum. 

The spin-rotation interaction is roughly proportional to the rotational 

quantum number J and for high values of J the spin-rotation interaction will 

not always be small. Pierce and DiCianni (PIE 63) investigated three high-J 

rotational transitions (J = 14іД4—132,π; J = 233,20—242,23; and J = 262,25 

— 253,22) of OF2 near 15 GHz. The hyperfine splittings in these cases turned 

out to be of the order of magnitude of 300 kHz and could be resolved with a 

conventional microwave spectrometer. 

The spin-spin interaction follows from the expression for the interaction 

between two magnetic dipoles. Its magnitude can be calculated from the mo

lecular geometry and the known values of the nuclear magnetic moments. A 

more detailed discussion of this interaction is given in Chapter V. 

The theory of magnetic interactions and the experimental results up to 
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1955 have been reviewed in the monographs of Townes and Schawlow and of 

Ramsey (TOW 55, RAM 56), and in a paper of White (WHI 55). 

The theory of quadrupole, spin-rotation and spin-spin interactions, gene-
1 

ralized for any number of spins in any free molecule in a Σ state, has been 

given by Posener (POS 58), and by Thaddeus, Krisher, and Loubser (ΤΗΛ 63). 

Λ calculation of the hyperfine structure in rotational spectra for symme

tric top molecules, based on the technique of irreducible tensor operators has 

been given by Svidzinskii (SVI 61). 

1.2 SOURCES OF SPECTRAL LINE BROADENING 

To study magnetic hyperfine structure in molecular spectra it is necessary 

to have as high resolving power as possible. The principal sources of line 

broadening in microwave spectrometers are: 

1. pressure broadening, 

2. power saturation, 

3. molecular collisions with the walls of the absorption cell, 

4. Doppler broadening, 

5. Heisenberg broadening, 

6. frequency fluctuations of the signal oscillator. 

The contributions to the spectral line width originating from the first two 

sources can be made as small as desired by using sufficiently low gas pres

sures and low signal power levels, respectively. The line broadening from 

molecular collisions with the walls of the absorption cell can be kept low by 

cooling the gas sample, or by using a large absorption cell. This type of 

broadening remains, however, a serious source of line broadening in gas ab

sorption spectrometers. 

The Doppler effect occurs when the molecular velocity has a component ν 

in the direction of the phase propagation of the radiation being absorbed. The 

frequency at which absorption can take place is shifted by an amount ôv given 

by: 

δν= ±φν (1-1) 
Ρ" 

where ν is the frequency, and Vp the phase velocity of the radiation in the 

absorption cell. Usually Vp -^¿-c, the velocity of light, but for systems near 
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resonance Vp gets larger than c. The latter property reduces effectively 

Doppler shift, when a cavity resonator is used as an absorption cell. 

From Eq. (1-1) it can be shown (TOW 55, p.337) that for a gas with a Max-

wellian velocity distribution the half-width Av^at half maximum of a spectral 

line *) due to the Doppler effect is: 

Δ ν 0 = £ \|2k N o in 2 \ ^ = 3.581 χ 10" 7 Ъ ^ 2 ) 
where к is Boltzmann's constant, NoAvogadro's number, M the molecular 

weight, and Τ the absolute temperature of the gas. The importance of the 

Doppler broadening will be shown with a numerical example. The half-width 

of the H2S spectral line at 168.7 GHz, with the gas at a temperature of Τ = 

1730Κ is, from Eq. (1-2), AVQ = 136 kHz. It is clear that this half-width should 

be greatly reduced to observe magnetic hyperfine structure. This is most 

effectively done by the use of molecular beam techniques. 

In these kind of experiments the absorption or emission of radiation is ob

served of a well collimated beam of molecules, whose velocity spread in the 

direction of the radiation is very small as compared to the average thermal 

velocity. In the present molecular beam experiment, in which the transition 

of H2S at 168.7 GHz was investigated, the Doppler width of the spectral line 

was reduced to about 2.5 kHz or by a factor of about 50. 

The Heisenberg broadening is of importance for very high resolution spec

trometers. Its ultimate limit follows from the Heisenberg uncertainty rela

tion which can be written as (HEL 65): 

2 Δ ν Η Δ Ι « 1 (1-3) 

where Д н is the half-width of the spectral line, and At is the mean transit 

time of the molecules through the absorption cell. 

For the transition of H2S at 168.7 GHz and with a molecular path through 

the radiation field of 10 cm, a value of 1.8 kHz is obtained forAvn» when the 

temperatureofthegasisat 1730K. This value of Д ц should be seen, for this 

particular case, as an ultimate limit of the contribution to the spectral line 

width due to the finite transit time of the molecules through the radiation 

field. For actual problems Δ ν н has to be calculated by means of a Fourier 

analysis of the field which is seen by the molecules travelling through the 

absorption cell. 

*) In the following "half-width" stände for: "half-width at half height of the spectral line". 
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In order to keep signal oscillator frequency fluctuations as low as possible 
a very well designed frequency stabilizing equipment is necessary. Generally 
phase locking of the signal sources to a high precision standard frequency 
generator is required. A description of the frequency stabilizing and meas
uring equipment which was used in this work, is given in Chapter IV. 

1.3 HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROMETERS 

A short description of the several types of high resolution spectrometers 

will now be given. In this discussion the molecular beam resonance experi

ments in which the influence of the radiation on the matter is observed will 

be omitted. 

It is readily seen from Eq. (1-2) that the Doppler width can be reduced by 

coolingthe absorption cell. This was done successfully by Posener (POS 57, 

POS 60) in his experiments on heavy water (HDO and D2O). By cooling the 

absorption cell down to 20(PK a half-width of 12 kHz in the 10 GHz frequency 

region was obtained. The contribution from molecular collisions with the walls 

of the absorption cell was about 7 kHz, the remaining part of the line width 

originated from the Doppler broadening effect. The reduction of the spectral 

line width obtained by cooling amounted in this case to about 20%. 

Treacy and Beers (TRE 62) investigated the hyperfine structure of two low 

lying rotational transitions of HDO at 825 MHz and at 487 MHz using a large 

coaxial gas filled Stark cavity. They obtained a half-width of 10 kHz, which 

was mainly due to molecular collisions. In this case the Doppler broadening 

is low owing to the low frequency of the transition, see Eq. (1-2). Generally 

low frequency transitions give weak absorption lines. Moreover not all mo

lecules have such transitions which limits the applicability of this ap

proach. 

Newell and Dicke (NEW 51) developed a method of selecting the absorption 

of molecules in a certain narrow velocity range both by spatial and temporal 

Stark modulation. In this way a half-width of 4 kHz was obtained for the am

monia inversion line at 23,870 MHz. 

A spectrometer which uses the absorption of a beam of molecules, direc

ted perpendicularly to the path of the radiation, was built by Strandberg and 

Dreicer (STR 54a), who obtained a half-width of 6 kHz for the ammonia inver

sion line. This implies a reduction of the Doppler half-width by a factor of 

six. 
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Both devices did not find wide application so far because of their low sen

sitivity. 

The greatest advance in progress to observe magnetic hyperfine effects in 

molecular spectra has been the development of the beam maser by Gordon, 

Zeiger and Townes (GOR 54). In this device a beam of molecules is sent along 

the longitudinal axis of a cylindrical cavity which is tuned to the frequency 

of a particular transition. In this cavity the interaction takes place between 

molecules and radiation. The beam enters and leaves the resonator through 

holes in the walls. The Doppler broadening effect is very low owing to the 

use of a molecular beam and also because the phase velocity of the radia

tion in the cavity resonator has a much higher value than the velocity of light. 

A half-width of only 3.5 kHz was obtained for the ammonia inversion line. This 

half-width is about twice the Heisenberg broadening calculated for a molecular 

path through the absorption cell of 12 cm and room temperature. The good 

sensitivity of this device is obtained by sending the molecular beam through 

an electrostatic state selector before it enters the cavity. The intensity of an 

absorption- or emission line is proportional to the difference in population 

between the two levels involved. At microwave frequencies this difference 

in population Δ N is in a good approximation given by: 

ΔΝ = Nhv/kT (1-3) 

where N is the total number of molecules in the lower state, and ν the transi

tion frequency. For ν =25 GHz and room temperature the factor h v / k T i 8 a P -

proximately 1/250. In the case of the maser the electrostatic state selector 

removes from the beam the molecules which are in the lower of the two states. 

This increases the difference in population of the states and hence the sen

sitivity of the spectrometer. Measurements with maser spectrometers on 

hyperfine interactions were done on the spectra of NH3 (GOR 55), H2CO (ТАК 

59, SHI 60, ТАК 60, KRU 64, THA 64), НЕЮ (THA 64, BLU 65a), D2O (BLU 

64), and HDSe (BLU 65b). 

The magnetic hyperfine structure in the spectrum of CH3CI has been in

vestigated byMurinaandProkhorov(MUR61,MUR63)with a molecular beam 

spectrometer equipped with a so-called disk resonator. The half-width of the 

spectral lines, obtained with this device was 12-14 kHz in the 26 GHz region. 

This rather high half-width was caused by the formation of a vapour cloud 

in the absorption cell. 

Masers are most successfully operated in the centimeter wavelength region. 
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In the shorter millimeter wavelength region a cavity resonator gets too small 

to send a beam of sufficient intensity through it. So for investigations in the 

millimeter wavelength region a different approach has to be followed. 

It was the purpose of the present investigation to develop a spectrometer 

working in the millimeter wavelength region with a resolving power high 

enough to study magnetic hyperftne effects in molecular spectra. 

1.4 OUTLINE OF THE METHOD DESCRIBED IN THIS THESIS 

The general principle of the present spectrometer is shown in Fig.1.1. The 

absorption of radiation is observed in a molecular beam which is sent through 

the region between two plates of a parallel-plate type absorption cell. 

Fig.1.1. The absorption cell with horns. 
The direction of the molecular beam is indicated by arrows. 

The microwave energy travels through the parallel-plate cell perpendi

cularly to the molecular paths. The mode of propagation is essentially a 

Т Е М mode with the electric field normal to the plates. The energy is sent 

between the plates by a pyramidal horn provided with a microwave lens, and 

is received at the opposite side by another identical horn. The length of the 

parallel-plate cell is 40 cm, and its width 10 cm. The separation of the plates 

of 1 cm allows a molecular beam of large intensity to be sent through it. The 

microwave properties of the parallel-plate cell are discussed in Chapter II. 

Details of the molecular beam source and the diaphragm, which were used to 

obtain the high directivity of the beam, are given in Chapter III. 

To obtain good sensitivity a superheterodyne detection scheme was used 

together with low frequency square wave Stark modulation and phase sensitive 

detection. The modulating Stark voltage was applied between the plates of 

the parallel-plate cell. 
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The frequency region of the present spectrometer extends from 100 GHz 

to about 300 GHz. The technique of generation and detection of these signals 

as well as the frequency stabilizing and measuring techniques are described 

in Chapter IV. 

A summary of the theory of the magnetic hyperfine structure in the spectra 

of H2S type molecules is given in Chapter V together with a calculation of 

the matrix elements of the hyperfine Hamiltonian using exclusively the tech

niques of spherical tensor operators. 

Results of the measurements on H2S and H2O are given in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE MICROWAVE PROPERTIES 
OF THE PARALLEL-PLATE CELL 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The microwave properties of the parallel-plate cell with the feeding horns 

were investigated theoretically and experimentally. The knowledge of the 

electromagnetic field between the plates is necessary to estimate the Heisen

berg broadening from a Fourier analysis of the field seen by the molecules 

which travel through the parallel-plate cell. The calculation of the field is 

given in Section 2.2 of this chapter. The experiments were made on an en

larged model of the parallel-plate cell operating in the 1.25 cm wavelength 

region, because measurements of the field configuration on the actual mil

limeter wave system would have been very difficult for technical reasons. 

If the proper precautions were taken to prevent strong reflections in the 

parallel-plate system, reasonable agreement was obtained between the ex

perimental results and the calculated field patterns. The experimental set-up 

and the measurements are described in Section 2.3. 

2.2 CALCULATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN A PARALLEL-

PLATE CELL 

In the transmitting horn the electromagnetic energy is propagating in the 

cylindrical HQI mode with the electric field vector perpendicular to the broad 

sides. For the present the plates are supposed to be infinite, as indicated 

in Fig. 2.1. In the larger end of the horn the cylindrical wavefronts are 

straightened by a microwave lens which reduces the problem of the radiating 

horn to that of a radiating waveguide with the same aperture. Moreover there 

is no z-dependence of the electromagnetic field corresponding to the HQI 

mode. This property, together with the geometry of the problem, gives a two-

dimensional diffraction problem in the x-y plane. 

To solve this problem Weber's theorem, as stated by Baker and Copson 

(ВАК 53, p.51), is used. 
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TRANSMITTING HORN Z-axis 

Y-axis 

Fig.2.1. Hom radiating between two infinite parallel plates. 
The separation between the plates equals the height of the aperture of the horn. 

Let ν be a solution of the wave equation: 

5 ν , á ν , , 2 η 
- 2 + — 2 + к ν = О 
Эх Эу 

(2-1) 

(к is the wave number) whose partial derivatives of the first and second or

ders are continuous within and on a closed curve Γ , and let I be defined by: 

I /HWw - «f'wg) ds (2-2) 

where Hx Ms a Hankel function, r the distance from a fixed point Ρ to a point 

on the integration curve Γ , and * means differentiation along the outward 

normal to Γ . Then the theorem of Weber states: I = 0 if Ρ lies outside -, 

I = 4iv(P) if Ρ lies inside the closed curve г . 

The case with the point P, coordinates XQ and y 0 , lying within the closed 

curve Γ, as indicated in Fig. 2.2, will now be considered. 

I 

Г 
CIRCLE WITH VERY V-avis 
GREAT RADIUS 

Y=*a Р(Хо.Уо) 

X-axis 

Y=-a 

Fig.2.2. Choice of the integration path Г. 
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From Weber's theorem it follows that: 

v(P) •ili'M (i) (kr) Н ^ (kr) avi 
Э J 

ds. (2-3) 

Equation (2-3) is adapted for the present problem by multiplying it with 
the time factor e-ikct (c velocity of light) and by introducing the function u = 
ve-ikct and its retarded value [u] = ve-ikcft-i/c). FromEq. (2-3) one finds: 

u(P.t) - ¿ / Í H e - ^ ^ H f í d c D - H f í d c D ^ H e - ^ ds. (2-4) 

Using the equality 

Eq. (2-4) becomes: 

u(P.t) = 4 Г 

-ikr ou 
δν 

M e - i k r | H ( l ) ( k r ) . H ( l ) ( k r ) e - i k r au 
Э 

•ds. 

(2-5) 

(2-6) 

Equation (2-6) expresses the value of the function u(P,t), at the point Ρ and 

the time t, in terms of its values on a closed curve Γ at the times t - r / c . 

The function u(P,t) is now interpreted as the z-component of the electric field. 

It is assumed that of the integration along г only the integration along the 

y-axis from -a to +a is of importance. The electric field in the aperture of 

the horn is assumed to be the same as that in the cross-section of a waveguide 

of infinite length, guiding waves in the HQI mode, and having the same cross-

section as the aperture of the horn. 

The electric field (arbitrary units) in the waveguide is given by: 

„„„ тсу i(ßx-kct) cos тт̂  e v^ ' za (2-7) 

with 

2 2 2 
ß z = kZ - (V2a) . 

By putting χ = 0 one obtains readily: 

И x=0 
cos 5^ e za 

•ikc(t-r/c) 

(2-8) 

(2-9) 

and 

1δν|χ=0 
-i β cos B-lkc(t-7c) (2-10) 
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The presence of the dielectric surfaces of the lens does not introduce dis

continuities as u can be considered the component of the electric field tan

gential to the dielectric surfaces. The aperture of the horn is many wave

lengths long. So to a very good approximation it follows from Eq. (2-8): ß= к. 

By substituting Eqs. (2-9Ì and (2-10) into Eq. (2-6) and dropping the time 

factor e-ikct one obtains for the complex amplitude u(P) of the electric field 

at the point P: 
+a 

u(P) = І ¿HfWikHÍV) cos 
x=0 S«*. (2-11) 

This expression can be separated into a real and an imaginary part using 

HJ^ikr) = J0(kr) + iY0(kr) (2-12) 

where JQ(kr) and Yo(kr) are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, 

respectively. The resulting expression for u(P) is : 
+a 

u(P) = i k Jo<k r )-^Yo<k r> cos 
x=0 S«y 

• Ì 

+a 
r , 

J 
-a 

k V k r > +áJo(k r> cos 
x=0 2<y. (2-13) 

With the aid of the relations (WAT 58, p.45 and p.66), which are valid when 

χ = 0 : 

L· Jo ГО • f J i <kr>· a n d è Yo (kr) = Τ Y i (kr> (2-14) 

one obtains finally: 
+a 
г 

"(Ρ) = \ kJ 0 (kr) - ^ Y ^ k r ) c o s ^ d y 

+a 

*i kY 0 (kr) + - ^ ^ ( k r ) cos Ή-y (2-15) 

where, summarizing, u(P) is the complex amplitude of the electric field at 

the point Ρ with coordinates XQ and y0 > 2a length of the aperture of the trans

mitting horn, к wave number, and r=^x5 + (y - y 0) . 
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The integrals of Eq. (2-15) were calculated numerically by drs . M.L.Pot

ters on the Telefunken TR 4 computer of the "Wiskundige Dienst der Techni

sche Hogeschool", Delft. For the integration the ALGOL 60 procedure AP 203 

of the "Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam" was applied. The Besselfunctions 

JQI J l · Yo» Yb were calculated with the aid of Chebyshew series (CLE 62). 

Calculations were made for the millimeter wave parallel-plate cell as well 

as for the model. The results of the calculations on the field distribution be

tween the plates of the model will be given in Section 2.3 for the compari

son with experiment. Results of the calculations on the millimeter wave cell 

aregiveninFig. 2.3 a-d. Each figure corresponds to a particular cross-sec

tion through the parallel-plate cell, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. The 

distance from the cross-section to the aperture of the transmitting horn is 

indicated by XQ. The cross-section with XQ = 404 mm coincides with the posi

tion of the aperture of the receiving horn. The frequency for which the radia

tion patterns are given is 180 GHz corresponding to a wavelength of 1.67 mm. 

05 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 U 48 40 W 48 

0 4 β И 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 0 4 θ 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 
^-»distance from longitudinal ans —^distance from (ongiludinal ans 

of paraltet-ptate cell (mm) of parallel-plat« cell (mm) 

Fig.2.3. Calculated transverse field patterns for the millimeter wave parallel plate cell. 
The curves give magnitude and phase of the field as a function of the distance from the 
longitudinal axis of the cell. The field patterns are symmetrical with respect to the ordinate, 
and only one half of each pattern is shown. The wavelength of the radiation λ » 1.67 mm; 
half the length of the aperture of the horn a • 45 mm; а, Ь, с and d correspond to different 
croes-sectlons through the parallel-plate cell at a distance from the aperture of the 
transmitting horn of χ » 100, 200, 300 and 404 mm, respectively. 
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In each figure two curves are given: one for the square of the amplitude of the 

electric field, the other for the phase of the electric field in radians. The 

same calculations were performed for frequencies of 125- and 265 GHz. For 

these frequencies nearly the same patterns were found as for 180 GHz (HUI 

65a). Some important conclusions can be drawn from Figs. 2.3 a-d: 

a. The field is practically confined to a width corresponding to the length of 

the aperture of the transmitting horn as expected, because it is a general 

result of Fresnel diffraction. This implies that the above results are also 

correct for plates of a width slightly larger than the aperture of the horn, 

as encountered in the present experiment. The infinite length of the plates 

is simulated by a receiving horn of low reflectivity. 

b. As the field near the open edges of the parallel-plate cell is practically 

zero there will be no radiation from the parallel-plate cell into the sur

rounding space. This is important for a good transmission and also for 

high resolution, because reflected waves tend to increase the line width. 

c. The phase of the radiation changes in the regions where the amplitude of 

the field is relatively low. Thus not much trouble is to be expected from 

the Millman effect (RAM 56, p.155). 

d. The amplitude distribution of the electric field in a cross-section through 

the parallel-plate cell, can be approximated by a sine wave. In that case 

the width of the frequency region, which is seen by the molecules travel

ling through the cell, can be calculated by a Fourier analysis. When ν is 

the average molecular velocity, L the width of the cell, the half-width Δ ν 

of the frequency region is given by (GOR 54): 

2 Δν= 1.2 i . (2-16) 

This expression replaces Eq. (1-3) for the particular case considered here, 

and Δν should be interpreted as the Heisenberg broadening Δν^. 

A somewhat different approach to evaluate u (P), from Eq. (2-11), can be 

followed without using a computer, but is only applicable for large values of r . 

For large values of r ( k r » l ) the Hankel function and its derivative with 

respect to χ can be approximated by (STR 41, p.359) 

^ ( k r ) ^ ^ * ^ " ^ (2-17) 
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and 

¿r f j ^ fc t^T .№-««>. (2-18) 
αχ О 

The second approximation which has to be made is Х о » У о · This gives: 

2 
'У-У_о 

•-•.•(S (2-19) 

It is clear that the requirement XQ » yo is not fulfilled for points Ρ near 

the aperture of the transmitting horn, which causes the present approach not 

to be applicable for the calculation of the field in this region. 

•By substituting Eqs.(2-17, 18, 19) into Eq. (2-11) the following expression 

is obtained for u(P): 
,-2 x 

-ія/44ікхо-і-д — J 
КЗ. 

u(P) 

2 Г 

. π ^ ο 1 г̂ Jx/2 ν 
dv 

+ e 

."Уо л2 

1^Ι ^ія/г w¿ 

dw . (2-20) 

with: 

π χ 
а - ( У о 

АР1 

\ π χ 1 о 

2ак 

πχ_ 

) • 

+ а - ( У о - Ж > 

π χ 

π χ _ 

- а - ( У о + Ж ) 

+ а - ( у 0

+ Э > г 
The integrals occurring in Eq. (2-20) can easily be expressed in terms of 

the tabulated Fresnel integrals (JAH 54, p.35), defined as : 
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C(u) 
π 2 

cos "2 x dx, S(u) = 
• π 2 , 

sin -τ x dx. (2-21) 

О О 

Although this method avoids the use of a computer it is not attractive be

cause it can only be used for large values of r and one has still to make use 

of numerical tables. 

2.3 EXPERIMENTS ON THE MICROWAVE PROPERTIES OF THE PARAL

LEL-PLATE CELL 

a. The experimental set-up 

The experiments on the microwave properties of the parallel-plate cell were 

carried out on an enlarged model operating in the 1.25 cm wavelength region. 

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig.2.4. Microwave power from a klystron 

oscillator enters the transmitting horn after passing an isolator, attenuator, 

frequency meter, and a standing wave detector. The electromagnetic field in 

the horn propagates approximately in the cylindrical HQI mode because the 

field in the feeding waveguide is in the HQI mode. The electric field vector 

is perpendicular to the broad sides of the horns. The microwave energy enters 

MOVABLE SECTIONS 

MEASURING PROBE PARAUEL-PLATE CELL 

I 
HETE! 

SUWB WIE 

КТЕСГП 
иМІШ-ППЕ 

CELI *іін mua 

PROBE OUTPUT TO PEN RECORDER 

Fig.2.4. Experimental set-up for measurements on the model of the parallel-plate cell. 
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the parallel-plate cell region via a lens in the mouth of the horn. A second 

identical horn with lens guides the energy received into a waveguide terminated 

by a detector. The horns as well as the parallel-plate cell were made of 

aluminium, the lenses of plexiglass. The length of the horns was 114 cm, the 

dimensions of the aperture were 45 χ 5 cm. The width of the plates of the 

parallel-plate cell was 48 cm, the length 100 cm whereas their mutual sepa

ration was 5 cm. The plates were adjusted carefully to parallelism to within 

0.2 mm. The procedure for measuring the electric field was a simplified but 

less powerful version of the method used by Kodis and Row (KOD 52, ROW 53) 

for their experiments on diffraction of centimeter waves. With the present 

method the magnitude of the electric field was measured but, contrary to the 

method of Kodis and Row, no phase measurements of the field could be per

formed. For the measurement of the electric field the upper plate of the pa

rallel-plate cell was equipped with two movable sections, as indicated in Fig. 

2.4, at 35 cm and 90 cm from the transmitting horn. In each movable section 

there was a hole in which a broadband probe (Hewlett Packard, 446 B) was 

mounted. The penetration of the probe into the region between the plates was 

5 mm; hence only the field in the upper part of the cell was measured. This 

was not a serious disadvantage because with proper matching there is no 

change of the field in the direction normal to the plates. Recordings of the 

transverse field patterns were made by pulling a movable section with probe 

with constant velocity. At the same time the output voltage of the crystal de

tector connected to the probe was applied to a pen recorder. The field pattern 

in the longitudinal direction, which gives the standing wave ratio, was meas

ured with the probe travelling in a slot 10 cm long, in the middle of the upper 

plate of the cell. 

It is desirable to obtain flat wavefronts from the transmitting horn. The 

wavefronts in the horn are curved as a result of the pyramidal shape of the 

horn. To eliminate the curvature resulting from the very small flare angle 

(approximately I o ) , the corresponding sides were bent parallel with respect 

to each other near the aperture of the horn. 

The curvature of the wavefronts originating from the flare angle of 22° 

between the two vertical sides of the horn was eliminated by the cylindrical 

lens, made of plexiglass, mounted in the mouth of the horn. The lens was de

signed according to formulae of geometrical optics (BRO 53, p.5). Its focus 

lay along the line of intersection of the two vertical sides of the horn. One 

side of the lens was flat, the other had a hyperbolic shape. 
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The flat side of the lens coincided with the aperture of the horn, the hyper

bolic side was turned inward. 

The discontinuity air-plexiglass causes rather strong reflections. The re

sulting amplitude reflection coefficient of about 0.23 (COL 55) would give 

rise to a V.S.W.R. of 1.6. To reduce these reflections the lens surfaces were 

provided with matching layers. The theory and the design curves for such 

matching layers have been given by Collin and Brown (COL 55). The matching 

layers consist of grooves in the lens surfaces parallel to the electric field. 

The dimensions of the grooves are given in Fig. 2.5. 

dimensions 
in mm 

Fig.2.5. Dimensions of the grooves of the matching layers, 
designed for a frequency of the radiation of 25 GHz. 

The lenses are made of plexiglass (ε 0 = 2.59). 

Collin and Brown (COL 55) state that the reflection coefficient of 0.23 for 

a flat surface is reduced to 0.05 in a frequency bandwidth of + 10%, for a 

surface provided with a matching layer. A reduction of the reflection coeffi

cient to 0.01 has been reported by Harvey (HAR 59). 

The matching layers are correct for normal incidence of the radiation. On 

the inward hyperbolic surface of the lens in the transmitting horn one had 

oblique incidence of the wave at both ends of the lens. For this effect a cor

rection in the value of — of about 10% would be necessary (MOR 56). No cor

rection of this kind was made. The receiving horn was provided with an iden

tical lens as used in the transmitting horn. In this case the situation was still 

more complicated owing to the curvature of the wavefronts as described in 

Section 2.2. Taking this into account even the shape of the lens should have 

been changed. This was not done mainly because of machining difficulties 

and because there was only a considerable curvature of the wavefronts where 

the amplitude of the field was low. 
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b. Results 

The results obtained with the apparatus described above are summarized 

in a number of recordings of field patterns. In Fig. 2.6 three recordings are 

given: a) transverse recording at 35 cm from the aperture of the transmitting 

horn, b) transverse recording at 90 cm from the aperture of the transmitting 

horn, c) longitudinal recording in the slot in the middle of the upper plate of 

the cell, which is in fact a recording of the standing wave ratio. 

30 20 10 0 10 20 30 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 
disiane· from longitudinal axis (cm) 

3em 

Fig.2.6. Measured and calculated field patterns. 
Frequency of the radiation is 25 GHz, which is the frequency for which the matching 

layers have been designed. Full curves: experimental, dashed curves: theoretical. 
a) Transverse recording at 35 cm from aperture of transmitting horn, 
b) Transverse recording at 90 cm from aperture of transmitting horn, 

c) Longitudinal recording in the slot in the middle of the upper plate of the cell. 

30 20 10 0 Ю 20 30 30 20 К 0 10 20 30 

distane· from longitudinal axis (cm) 
3 cm 

Fig.2.7. Measured field patterns. 
Frequency of the radiation is 35 GHz and the matching layers, designed for 25 GHz, show 

bad performance. 
a) Transverse recording at 35 cm from aperture of transmitting horn, 
b) Transverse recording at 90 cm from aperture of transmitting horn, 

c) Longitudinal recording in the slot in the middle of the upper plate of the cell. 
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The frequency of the microwave signal was at 25 GHz, which is the design 

frequency of the matching layers. The theoretical field distributions calcul

ated with the first method of Section 2.2 are given by the dashed curves in 

Figs. 2.6a and b. It is seen that these results are in reasonable agreement 

with the experiment. 

In Fig. 2.7 three recordings are given for the same experimental set-up, 

but now for a signal frequency of 35 GHz, very different from the design fre

quency of the matching layers. The field distribution has become quite i r r e 

gular as a result of bad performance of the matching layers at this frequency 

of the microwave signal. 

Figure 2.8 shows what happens when both lenses are omitted. The V.S.W.R. 

has become infinite owing to the strong reflections on the inside surfaces 

of the horns. As is seen from Figs. 2.8a and b. the field is not zero near the 

edges of the parallel-plate cell. This means that there will be radiation from 

the cell into its surrounding area. 

30 20 10 0 10 20 30 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 
distance from longitudinal aiis (cm) 

3cm 

Fig.2.8. Measured field patterns. 
Both transmitting and receiving horn are without a lens. The field pattern has become 
very irregular and is not zero near the edges of the parallel-plate cell. Frequency of the 

radiation is 25 GHz. 
a) Transverse recording at 35 cm from aperture of transmitting horn, 
b) Transverse recording at 90 cm from aperture of transmitting horn, 

c) Longitudinal recording in the slot in the middle of the upper plate of the cell. 

The transmission of the system consisting of horns with lenses and paral

lel-plate cell was measured and found to be about 65%. The transmission of 

a copper 1.25 cm band waveguide of the same length is about 59%. 

The conclusions drawn from the experiment described above are: 

It is possible to construct a parallel-plate cell with the plates separated con-
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siderably more than one half wavelength, with good transmission properties, 

without radiation loss out of the cell, and with a field pattern in reasonable 

agreement with the theoretical pattern. If the height of the aperture of the 

horns equals the separation between the plates and the slot between plates 

and horns is not larger than about one half wavelength no additional impe

dance matching devices are required if lenses with matching layers are used 

in the transitions between horns and cell. 

2.4 THE MILLIMETER WAVE PARALLEL-PLATE CELL AND HORNS 

The millimeter wave parallel-plate cell and the horns were designed ac

cording to the experience obtained with the model. 

The horns were made of copper by an electroforming process. The manu

facturing of the tooling and the electroforming were carried out excellently 

by the electroforming department of "Decca Radar Limited", England. The 

horns are of pyramidal shape. The dimensions of the aperture are 10 χ 90 

mm, the length of the horns is 297 mm. The waveguide, which forms the nar

row end of the horns has the dimensions of the RG-136/U standard waveguide 

(I.D. 1.651 χ 0.825 mm). 

The lenses are made of Rexolite 1422, which is a low loss dielectric ma

terial for microwaves made by the "American Enkalon Division", U.S.A. The 

dimensions of the matching layers are indicated in Fig. 2.9. 

The parallel-plate cell consists of two flat grinded copper plates, the length 

ofwhichis40cm, their width 10 cm. The separation between the plates is 10 

mm, equal to the height of the apertures of the horns. The plates are parallel 

with respect to each other within about 0.02 mm. The transmission of the 

assembly, horns with cell, is about 

¡IIP 
0.11 

030 

Frequency for optimum 
performance (GHz) 

16Θ.7 

1Θ0 

216 

d (mm) 

0.35 

0.33 

0.27 

Fig.2.9. Dimensions of the matching layera of the millimeter wave lenses. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE MOLECULAR BEAM 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

A molecular beam for high-resolution experiments should be of 

A. High directivity for lowest Doppler broadening, and of 

B. High intensity for maximum sensitivity. 

A beam having these generally conflicting properties was obtained in the 

present spectrometer from a large multichannel Zacharias-type oven in com

bination with a diaphragm of special design. From the molecules leaving the 

oven the diaphragm selects those which will travel along the proper direc

tion through the parallel-plate cell region. After travelling through the paral

lel-plate cell region the beam is trapped in a liquid nitrogen condenser. 

In Fig. 3.1 a cross-sectional view of the beam assembly is shown without 

the enclosing vacuum chamber, A description of these devices with construc

tional details is given in Section 3.2. 

In Section 3.3 a calculation is given of the intensity of the molecular beam 

in the parallel-plate cell region. These calculations are based on the theory 

of Giordmaine and Wang (GIO 60). 
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3.2 THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPECTROMETER 

The oven housing the effuser is made of brass. Its outer dimensions are 

22 χ 25 χ 390 mm. The effuser consists of crinkled and flat nickel foils, 0.03 

mm in thickness, alternately stacked upon each other. The height of the ef

fuser is 4 mm, its length 350 mm. The length of the individual channels is 

10 mm. The cross-section of the channels is of trapezoidal shape as indi

cated in Fig.3.2. The total number of channels in the effuser is 15680. 

U 500 »t 

Fig.3.2. Cross-section of a single channel of the Zacharias effuser. 
Dimensions are in microns. 

The oven is mounted in the diaphragm. During operation of the spectro

meter the diaphragm is cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperature and without 

special precautions the oven would also reach this temperature, which would 

lead to solidification of the gas. To prevent this, materiale of low thermal 

conductivity (Degussit) were used for mounting the oven in the diaphragm. 

The oven was also provided with heating elements to compensate for the loss 

ofheattothediaphragm. A large range of equilibrium temperatures could be 

established in this way. For the measurements on H2O and H2S the oven was 

kept at +80oC and -80oC, respectively. The oven temperature was measured 

with a copper-constantan thermocouple. 

It is advantageous to apply a low oven temperature, because it increases 

the sensitivity of the spectrometer and reduces the spectral line width. The 

temperatures should be such, however, that no condensation of the gas in the 

oven will occur. 

In the case of H2S the primary gas source was a commercial steel cylinder 

filled with H2S in the liquid state under its own vapour pressure. The flow 

was controlled with a needle valve of stainless steel. As the flow through this 

valve showed strong fluctuations the gas was led to the oven via a large (30 

liter) buffer volume. It also turned out to be necessary to heat the needle 

valve slightly because otherwise it cooled down too much resulting in an 

irregular gas flow probably caused by condensation of the gas in the valve. 

The pressure in the buffer volume was measured with a membrane vacuum 

meter (Heraeus, DIA VAC). 
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The water vapour was obtained from a bottle of special construction shown 

in Fig. 3,3. To obtain a constant evaporation from the water sample it is 

necessarytosupplyheattothe sample continuously. This was done by sending 

a stream of water (7.5 l/min)of about SCPC fromalOOO W thermostat through 

the double wall and the inner spiral of the bottle. The water in the bottle was 

thoroughly mixed by a magnetic s t i r rer to obtain a constant temperature 

throughout the sample. Disturbances caused by boiling retardation effects 

could be avoided by maintaining a rather high vapour pressure in the bottle. 

input water from 
thermostat 

thermometer 

water sample 

Fig.3.3. Bottle for obtaining a constant flow rate of water molecules. 

The directivity of the molecular beam entering the parallel-plate cell r e 

gion is determined by the diaphragm which is placed between oven and pa

rallel-plate cell as indicated in Fig, 3,1, 

During operation of the spectrometer the diaphragm is kept at liquid ni

trogen temperature with liquid nitrogen flowing through the tubes soldered 

to the diaphragm. From all molecules leaving the effuser the diaphragm 

selects those which will travel: 

A. Through the parallel-plate cell without colliding with the plates, 

B. Along directions which do not differ more than about 1/50 radian 

from the direction perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the 

parallel-plate cell. 

Condition A is fulfilled by adjusting the two knife-edges of the diaphragm, 
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This adjustment is important because molecules which collide with the plates 

form a gas cloud which may scatter the beam. The adjustment is not critical 

owingtothelow density of the beam. In the present experiments the distance 

between the two knife-edges was set at 2.8 mm which is the maximum sepa

ration between the knife-edges which still prevents molecular collisions with 

the plates. The distance between effuser and the knife edges is 132 mm. 

Requirement В determines the ultimate reduction of the Doppler broadening 

of the spectral lines. The directivity of the beam, which is of the order of 

1/50 radian, was obtained by mounting in the diaphragm a large number of 

parallel copper screens 50 mm long and at 1 mm from each other. Together 

these screens form about 300 narrow channels through which the molecules 

have to travel before they enter the parallel-plate cell region. 

The permeability of these channels decreases slowly during operation of 

the spectrometer due to the sticking of molecules at the inner surfaces of 

the channels. Corrections have to be made for this effect when the spectro

scopic results are interpreted, as will be discussed in Chapter VI. Another 

disadvantage of the decreasing permeability of the channels is that it limits 

the time during which measurements can be perform ed to about one hour. This 

period was sufficient to make two or three recordings of the H2S spectrum 

at 168.7 GHz in a single run. 

The contribution to the half-width of the spectral lines arising from the 

Doppler effect can be calculated from Eq. (1-1). This contribution amounts 

to about 2 kHz for the 168.7 GHz line of H2S, which is of the same order of 

magnitude as the contribution from frequency modulation noise of the signal 

source. The latter is about 3 kHz, as will be discussed in Chapter IV. The 

contribution to the half-width of the spectral lines arising from the finite 

transit time of the molecules through the absorption cell is about 2 kHz as 

follows from Eq. (2-17). From the foregoing it is clear that no marked nar

rowing of the spectral lines can be expected by a further increase in direc

tivity of the molecular beam. The actual situation is a good compromise. 

It has been found (STE 63, p.70) that the capture coefficient, which is de

fined as the percentage of the molecules sticking to a surface when hitting 

it, ranges for H2O from 81% to 89%, and for CO2 from 42% to 70% when the 

surface is at liquid nitrogen temperature. It is to be expected that the cap

ture coefficient of H2S will not much differ from that of CO2 and thus will 

also be of the order of 50%. All molecules which leave the oven in "wrong" 

directions should be trapped. For this purpose the diaphragm was provided 
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Fig.3.4. Photograph showing the spectrometer system. 



with a number of screens as indicated in Fig. 3.1. Molecules travelling in 

"wrong" directions were effectively trapped in the chambers enclosed by 

these screens. Duringoperation of the spectrometer the pressure was usually 

at about 5 χ IO"? Tor, as measured with an ionisation manometer (Balzers, 

IM); no change in pressure was found when the beam was switched on or off. 

After travelling through the parallel-plate cell region the molecular beam 

was trapped in a condenser kept at liquid nitrogen temperature. 

The cylindrical vacuum chamber in which the whole assembly of Fig.3.1 

was mounted was made of stainless steel. Its nominal dimensions were: length 

90cm, inside diameter 35 cm, thickness of the wall 8 mm. The cylinder was 

closed at both ends by flanges with O-ring seals. At the vacuum side of one 

of these flanges a rigid rack consisting of four stainless steel bars of hexa

gonal cross-section was attached. On this rack the several parts of the spec

trometer were mounted. The flange could be moved along a rail system con

sisting of two steel bars of round cross-section. In this way it was possible 

to drive the whole spectrometer system out of the vacuum chamber making 

it accessible for adjustments and mounting or demounting of the apparatus. 

After doing this the system could be driven into the vacuum chamber without 

any loss of adjustment. 

In Fig. 3.4 a photograph is given of the spectrometer system driven out 

of the vacuum chamber. 

The vacuum in the chamber was maintained by three oil diffusion pumps 

(Speedivac, F 603) each equipped with a liquid nitrogen baffle (Speedivac, 

NTM6A). The total pumping speed of these three units was about 1000 1/sec. 

For condensable gases the pumping speed of the cold surfaces was of course 

many orders of magnitude larger. 

Detailed information about the vacuum equipment, concerning for example 

the feedthroughs of horns and liquid nitrogen leds, can be found elsewhere 

(HUI 64b). 

3.3 THE INTENSITY OF THE MOLECULAR BEAM 

In order to calculate the sensitivity of the spectrometer it is necessary 

to know the intensity of the molecular beam between the plates of the ab

sorption cell. A direct measurement of this quantity is generally very dif

ficult. Therefore it will be calculated below. 
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The formation of a molecular beam by an effuser consisting of long pa

rallel tubes of narrow cross-section was investigated by Giordmaine and 

Wang(GIO 60). These authors derived a theoretical expression for the num

ber of molecules emerging from one channel in a particular direction: 

1 kz 

T/^\J. 2 4a r 2 v c o s ' Θ duo ., 2,i í . 2. , , / 0 . . 

Ι(Θ)αω = зуз (1-ζ ) I exp(-y)dydz (3-1) 

2 1 

w l t h к = _^iL ( 4!-^) 2 ' 
t a n ® ^ \ Í 2 c o s 9 

where: !(©) = intensity ofthe molecular beam in the direction®·, measured 

from the axis ofthetube in number of molecules per s tera-

dian per second, 

dü> = element of solid angle, 

a = effective radius of the tube, defined as perimeter of tube 

cross-section, divided by 2 π, 

r = -r , where η is the molecular density at the high pressure 

end of the tube, and L the length of the tube, 

ν = average molecular velocity, 

σ = molecular diameter. 

The Eq. (3-1) also holds for the important case when the molecular den

sity at the high pressure end of the tube is such that the molecular mean free 

p a t h \ < a . The assumption has been made, however, t h a t \ » a near the low 

pressure end ofthetube. For very high oven pressures exceeding 15-20 Tor 

this assumption will not be valid. 

Substitution into Eq. (3-1) of: 

A 2 Ϊ-
A = - 2 a r v 

1 kz 

2 * exp(-y 2 )dydz (3-2) and f(k) = 

yields: 

I(®)düj = A cos 3 / 2® f(k)d(i). (3-3) 

The function f(k) has been evaluated numerically. A graph of f (к) versus к is 

given in Fig. 3.5. 
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Fig.3.5. The function f(k). 

From Eq. (3-3) one obtains for the total flow rate N through one channel 

of the effuser the expression: 

π/2 

N = 2xA cos / Θ f(k) sin © d® (3-4) 

0 

We are mainly interested in the flow rate between the plates of the paral

lel-plate cell. As follows from the description of effuser and diaphragm given 

in Section (3.2) not all channels of the effuser radiate into equal solid angles 

determined by the diaphragm. A calculation including this effect would be 

rather complicated. For this reason the approximation is made that each 

channel of the effuser gives the same contribution to the intensity of the mo

lecular beam between the plates, as a channel whose axis is directed at the 

centre of one of the rectangular openings in the diaphragm. The geometry 

of the problem is shown in Fig. 3.6. 

From Eq. (3-3) one finds for the flow rate N' from one channel of the ef

fuser between the plates of the parallel-plate cell: 

Arctanb/2d 

N' = 2 A ^ c o s 0 / 2 f(k) d® (3-5) 

0 

where: h = the separation between the knife-edges of the diaphragm, 

d = the distance from effuser to knife-edges, 

b = the separation between the copper screens placed vertically in 

the diaphragm. 

As has already been stated in Section 3.2 the numerical values of h,d, and 

bare2.8,132, and 1 mm, respectively. Due to the very low value of b/2d, the 
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Fig.3.6. Channel of effuser 
sending molecules through a rectangular opening in the diaphragm. 

following approximations can be made in order to simplify Eq. (3-5): cos5/2 

0 = 1 . Arctan b/2d = b/2d, and f(k) = 0.696 because к is large for very low 

values of ©. From Eq. (3-5) one obtains to a very good approximation: 

N' = 0.696 A h b (3-6) 

The fraction F of the total number of molecules leaving the effuser, which 

enters the parallel-plate cell region is given by: 

N' 

F = 1 N /N. (3-7) 

The quantity F was calculated with the aid of Eqs. (3-4) and (3-6) for the 

two cases concerned (H2O and H2S). The results of the calculations are shown 

in Fig. 3.7. It is seen that only a very small fraction, of the order of magni

tude of 10-4, of all molecules leaving the effuser enters the parallel-plate cell 

region. The molecular collision diameters required for the calculations were 

taken from Landolt-Bömstein (LAN 50, p.369) as 4.38Â. for H2O at 3530K, and. 

5.25 Â for H2S at 1930K. In Fig. 3.7 is also indicated the fraction F which 

would be obtained if the channels had zero length or, put differently, if the 

oven had been provided with holes in a very thin wall instead of an effuser. 
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It follows from Fig. 3.7 that for a given intensity of the beam between the 

plates the total amount of gas which is required for an oven equipped with 

an effuser is about two times smaller than for an oven with holes. That is why 

it is advantageous to apply an effuser. 

Fig.3.7. Fraction F of the total number of molecules leaving the effuser 
which enters the parallel-plate cell region, as a function of the pressure in the oven, 

a) Η,Ο; b) H2S; c) Oven provided with holes instead of an effuser. 

Unfortunately, the pressure in the oven could not be measured directly be

cause a well suited manometer to be used at +SCPC and -80oC was not avail

able. The pressure in the oven could, however, be obtained indirectly. To 

measure the flow rate through the effuser the buffer volume was filled with 

gas to a relatively high pressure. Then the volume was made to exhaust through 

the effuser and a graph was made of the pressure ρ in the buffer volume ver

sus the time t. To obtain the flow rate for a certain pressure p 0 in the buffer 

volume, 

ated from 
I JP=Po 

was read from this graph and the flow rate N was calcul-

V 273 
N(Po) = Ν ο 2 2 ^ " Γ 7 6 0 · 760 [dtj 3.3 χ I O 1 ? V 

P=Po 
f (3-8) 

P=Po 

where N 0 is Avogadro's number, V the capacity of the buffer volume (liters), 

and Τ the temperature of the gaa in the buffer volume. The quantity •£ is 

expressed in Tor per second. 

For H2S the result is given in Fig. 3.8, On the other hand the flow rate 

through the effuser as a function of the oven pressure was calculated by mul

tiplying the flow rate through one channel as given in Eq. (3-4) by the total 

number of channels (15680). The result is given in Fig. 3.9. 

During operation of the spectrometer the pressure in the buffer volume 
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was kept at about 23 Tor, which corresponds, as is seen from Fig, 3.8, with 

a flow rate of 7.5 χ lO 2 ^ molecules per second through the effuser. From 

Fig. 3.9 then follows that the corresponding oven pressure was 8.5 Tor. In 

this case the fraction F of the number of molecules entering the parallel-

plate cell region follows from Fig. 3.7 as 9x10-5, Thus the total number of 

molecules which entered the parallel-plate cell region per second was about: 

7 χ 1 0 1 6 molecules s e c " 1 for H2S at 190oK. (3-9) 

The intensity of the water beam was evaluated in a similar way as: 

8 χ 1 0 1 6 molecules s e c " 1 for H 2 0 at 250oK. (3-10) 

io -
Τ flow rate(l02 0 molecules sec - 1 ) 

pressure in buffer reservoir(Tor) 

20 30 

Fig.3.8. Measured flow rate of H.S molecules through effuser 
asa function of the pressure in the buffer volume. 

10 -

5 -

flow rate 
(1020 molecules sec"^ 

oven pressure (Tor) 

10 20 

Fig.3.9. Calculated flow rate of H-S molecules through effuser 
as a function of the pressure in the oven. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE MILLIMETER WAVE EQUIPMENT 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The frequency region of the present spectrometer extends from 100- to 

300 GHz. Monochromatic sources for such frequencies are available today 

but their prices and narrow bandwidths are a bar to widespread use. The signal 

powers required for the millimeter wave spectrometer are very low, of the 

order of 10~7 W.These powers are easily obtained from harmonic generators 

driven by fundamental sources working in a lower frequency region. Λ large 

bandwidth in the ultimate frequency region is obtained also because both fre

quency and bandwidth of the fundamental source are multiplied by the har

monic number and a sequence of harmonics is generated. 

It is not possible to cover the whole frequency region from 100 - to 300 

GHz with one microwave circuit. For the present experiment two slightly 

different circuits were used. Both will be described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 

4.2 THE HARMONIC GENERATOR AND HARMONIC MIXER 

a. The harmonic generator 

The harmonic generators used in the present experiment were of the cross-

guide type. They were slight modifications of the design of Ohi, Budenstein 

and Burrus (OHL 59). Two models were used differing in the dimensions of 

the input waveguide. The model which was driven by a 45 GHz fundamental 

source (OKI, 45 V 10), had as a primary waveguide the RG-96/U standard 

waveguide, with a low frequency cut-off at 21.1 GHz. The primary waveguide 

of the other model, which was driven by a 70 GHz fundamental source (Phi

lips, DX151), was the RG-99/U standard waveguide with a low frequency cut

off at 48.4 GHz. Both harmonic generators had the same output waveguide: 

RG-136/U which has a low frequency cut-off at 90.8 GHz. 

A cross-sectional view of the harmonic generator with the larger input 
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В NC connector 

Fig.4.1. Cross-sectional view of harmonic generator. 
Input waveguide RG-96/U. 

waveguide (RG-96/U) is shown in Fig. 4.1. The multiplying element of the 

harmonic generator is a silicon diode. The diode junction consists of a small 

piece of silicon of approximately 0.3 mm square and 0.2 mm thick, and a 

tungsten wire of 0.05 mm diameter. The crystals used in the harmonic gene

rator were Ohl-type crystals (OHL 59)*). These crystals are made of boron 

doped silicon and have a resistivity of about 0.05 to 0.005 2 cm. The active 

surface was bombarded with positive ions (carbon or phosphorus), which r e 

sults in a special shape of the low frequency rectifying characteristic of 

the diode (Fig. 4.2) with a sharp knee at -10 Volt. For maximum harmonic 

output from the harmonic generator its operating point should be shifted to 

*) The author is greatly indebted to Dr. C.A. Burrus for supplying the Ohl-crystals. 
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this reverse knee in the characteristic. This was done by sending a biasing 

current through the diode. A circuit for applying this current to the diode, 

which also protects the diode against burnout, has been described elsewhere 

(HUI 64a). The crystal in the harmonic generator is mounted at the top of a 

brass pen, diameter 1 mm, which serves as antenna in the primary wave

guide. The antenna is electrically isolated from the body of the harmonic 

generator but connected with the centre conductor of a BNC connector. The 

penetration of the antenna into the waveguide system can be externally ad

justed in such a way that the position of the crystal is at the intersection of 

the two waveguides. 

mA 
• 10 

+ 5 

- 5 

-10 

44 -U a 
-10 V 

Fig.4.2. Oscilloecope display of DC rectifying characteristic of Ohl-type crystal diode. 

The tungsten wire serves as a transmitting antenna in the output waveguide. 

At one end it is welded on a nickel pen which is mounted in a differential screw 

mechanism, at the other end the wire has a cone shaped point of height 0.2 mm 

and with a radius of curvature of 1 to 2 μ at the top. 

The point is formed by electrolytically etching in a 10 η КОН solution, with 

an alternating current obtained from a 6.3 V, 50 Hz source. First the top of 

the wire is immersed 0.15 mm deep into the solution and the etching is started; 

within a few seconds the process stops of its own accord. The point of the 

wire is now very sharp but of low mechanical strength. A second etching 

is applied but now with the point of the wire barely touching the surface of 

the liquid. A very short current pulse makes the point of the wire slightly 

rounded. After being cleaned in a stream of cold water and dried the wire 

is ready for use. 

The tungsten wire enters the millimeter waveguide through a cylindrical 

hole in a gold bushing. The diameter of this hole is only slightly larger than 

the diameter of the wire, so the wire will make good electrical contact with 
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the body of the harmonic generator. The bushing also serves to position the 

wire. The wire is first roughly adjusted at a few tenths of a millimeter above 

the crystal surface. This is done by pushing the nickel pen, to which the wire 

has been welded, forward by means of the inner axis of a knob tempo

rarily screwed on the top of the harmonic generator. The first contact, how

ever, is established by means of the differential screw mechanism. It is ob

served as a voltage drop between the terminals of a voltmeter with the aid of 

the circuit of Fig. 4.3. This method is to be preferred over that which uses 

a conventional ohmmeter because the current flow at the moment of first 

contact is very small, thus protecting the diode from burnout. The final ad

justment of the pressure on the junction is carried out with the harmonic 

generator in operation. 

D.C VTVH 

(Input resistance 

100МЯ) 

¡ | Jl· I •""] ι '. J Diode under test 

I ι 

Fig.4.3. Circuit to observe the first contact 
between the point of the wire probe and the crystal surface. 

The contact is observed as a voltage drop between the terminals of the voltmeter. 

The harmonic generator has a short-circuiting plunger in each waveguide 

as an impedance matching device. As was shown by Slater (SLA 59) this is 

not sufficient for optimum impedance matching of the harmonic generator to 

the waveguides. To obtain better matching a part of the antenna in the input 

waveguide is made the inner conductor of a coaxial path, which effectively 

acts as a series reactance. Its length can be adjusted by means of thin brass 

disks which are jammed between the mica washer and the body of the har

monic generator. The holes in the disks are of the same diameter as the hole 

through which the antenna enters the input waveguide. The optimum length 

of the path depends on the frequency of the input signal. When it is properly 

adjusted the increase in output signal may amount to several orders of mag

nitude. The harmonic generator described above has turned out to be a stable 

instrument which could be used for several weeks without readjustment of the 

diode junction. 
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To indicate quantitatively the performance of the harmonic generator its 

conversion loss factor LG(n) should be measured. The conversion loss factor 

LG(n) is defined as: 

LG(n) - IT ' V-V 

where Pf is the fundamental power applied to the harmonic generator, and 

P n the power at the nth harmonic. Unfortunately there are no power meters 

for the shorter millimeter wavelength region, so P n cannot be directly meas

ured. It is possible, however, to estimate P n from the present molecular beam 

experiment as will be shown below. When the frequency of the radiation equals 

the resonance frequency, the probability < Ppq > for an induced transition 

from a state ρ to a state q, for molecules travelling through the absorption cell, 

is given by (RAM 56, p.123): 

• « ' p q » · * - 1 « 2 ^ 1 ^ · < 4- 2> 

where the angular brackets denote the averaging over the Maxwellian velo

city distribution in the molecular beam. The function I(x) is given by: 

GO 

I(x) = exp(-y )y c o s x / y d y , (4-3) 

0. 

and E = amplitude of the electric field; the approximation has been made 

that E is constant throughout the parallel-plate cell region, 

Ιμρπ I = dipole moment matrix element, 

L = length of the molecular path through the absorption cell (= width 

of the plates), . 
— — \ 2kT 

ν = most probable velocity (v = \ —— ), 

Τ = absolute temperature, 

m = molecular mass. 

The function I(x) has been tabulated (RAM 56, p.425); a graph is shown in 

Fig. 4.4. The maximum transition probability and hence maximum absorption 

of radiation is observed when I(x) is minimum, i.e. for χ = 3.8. 

From 
0 I _Pq' = 3.8 (4-4) 
"h ν 
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Fig.4.4. The function I(x), 

then follows 

o L μ (4-5) 

pq 
as the amplitude of the electric field which induces maximum absorption 

On the other hand the energy density W between the plates is given by: 

,2 W = ε E о (4-6) 

where ε 0 is the permittivity of free space. The power Ρ travelling through 

the cell is given by: 

Ρ = cdLW (4-7) 

where с is the velocity of light and d the separation between the plates. From 

Eqs. (4-5), (4-6), and (4-7) follows for the microwave power inducing maxi

mum absorption: 

P 0 - (1.9) 
τ ce π ν d 
Ι о 

pq 

(4-8) 

The expression Ιμρς p of Eq. (4-8) can be written as the product of the square 

of the molecular dipole moment and the line strength. The molecular dipole 
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moment of H2O was determined by Golden et al. (GOL 48) as 1.94 D; the di-

pole moment of H2S of 0.970 D was measured by Huiszoon and Dymanus (HUI 

65b). The line strengths were tabulated by Schwendeman and Laurie (SCH 58). 

In Table 4-1 the optimum powers P 0 , calculated from Eq. (4-8) are tabulated. 

T a b l e 4-1 

Power P 0 , inducing maximum absorption 

Molecule 

H2S32, H2S34 

H2O 

H 2S 3 2 , H2S34 

Transition 

j K - i K
+ r J k : i K Î i : ^ ' 

lOl—ко! 2 - 2 * ) 

2 20-~ 3 13 

211—220 

Po faW) 

0.16 

0.84 

0.046 

*) The line strength of this component of the rotational transition is 41.7% of the total line 
strength; compare Table 6-1. 

From the values of P 0 as stated in Table 4-1 it is possible to derive the 

maximum millimeter wave power generated in the harmonic generator, as

suming linear detection of the millimeter waves. In this way the conversion 

loss factors were evaluated from Eq. (4-1) as: 

43(4) = 3 2 dB (fundamental frequency 45 GHz, power 20 mW) 

LG(3) = 4 0 dB (fundamental frequency 72 GHz, power 50 mW). 

(Corrections were applied for the attenuation by the transmitting horn which 

was estimated to amount to about 20%.) 

Conversion loss factors of harmonic generators were previously reported 

by Johnson (JOH 54), and by Ohi, Budenstein and Burrus (OHL 59). Johnson 

gives a loss factor of 37 dB for the fourth harmonic of a 31 GHz fundamental 

source. This loss factor is about three times as large as the value of 32 dB 

stated above, although in the latter case the ultimate frequency is higher. The 

better performance in the present case may be due to the use of an Ohl-

crystal instead of an ordinary silicon crystal. Ohi, Budenstein and Burrus 

have reported a conversion loss of 26 dB for the fourth harmonic of a 25 GHz 
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source, when an Ohl-crystal is used in the harmonic generator. This loss 

factor is four times as good as the present value but the frequency of the 

microwave signal is lower. Conversion loss factors for a 72 GHz fun

damental source have not been reported so far. It is remarkable that LQM), 

the loss at the fourth harmonic, is less than L G ( 3 ) , the loss at the third har

monic. This arises clearly from the fact that the losses rapidly increase at 

higher frequencies. 

b. The harmonic mixer 

Rectifying diodes are generally poor detectors for low level microwave sig

nals. This makes the straight detection method inapplicable for a beam spec

trometer. The detection of the millimeter waves in the present experiment 

was performed by means of a superheterodyne detection scheme, incorpora

ting a harmonic mixer detector. In this device the millimeter wave signal 

is mixed with the signal from a lower frequency source, the local oscillator 

(LO). The frequency difference between the signal and the nth harmonic of 

the local oscillator is kept at a fixed value, for example 120- or 180 MHz. 

This intermediate frequency (IF) signal, which contains the information, is 

amplified and detected. The method will be discussed in detail in Section 4.4; 

the present discussion is confined to the harmonic mixer. 

The harmonic mixer is of the unbalanced type, mechanically identical to 

the harmonic generator. The non-linear element is a tellurium doped gal

lium arsenide crystal (СОН 63) having a resistivity of about 0.003 S cm. 

This material was obtained from the "Monsanto Chemical Company, In

organic Chemicals Division", U.S.A. In Fig. 4.5A the DC rectifying charac

teristic of the gallium arsenide diode is shown immediately after the first 

contact between the crystal surface and the point of the tungsten wire has 

been established. 

A diode having a characteristic like that of Fig. 4.5A will show poor per

formance as a mixer. A great improvement is obtained by welding the junc

tion. This was achieved by discharging a 1 μ F capacitor (at 4 to 6 Volts) 

through the diode. The initial contact pressure on the diode junction should 

be rather heavy to prevent the diode from burnout. The DC rectifying cha

racteristic of the welded junction diode is shown in Fig. 4.5B. It is seen that 

the knee in the rectifying characteristic is now at approximately 0.5 V and 

that it is much more pronounced. A diode with this DC characteristic will 

generally show good performance as a mixer. 
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Fig.4.5. Oscilloscope displays of DC 
rectifying characteristics of the gallium arsenide crystal diode. 

A. First contact, В. Welded junction. 

The harmonic mixer is of great importance for the ultimate sensitivity of 

the spectrometer. Its performance can be described by two quantities: the 

conversion loss factor LM(n)· and the noise ratio t. The conversion loss fac

tor is defined as: 

4νΐ(η) 
IF 

(4-9) 

where P s is the signal power applied to the harmonic mixer and Pjp the power 

at the intermediate frequency obtained from the harmonic mixer. The har

monic number is indicated with n. In the present application only η = 3 and 

η = 4 are important. 

The noise ratio t is defined as the ratio of the available noise power N of 

the mixer crystal to that of a resistor at room temperature both measured 

in the same bandwidth В : 

N 
kTB (4-10) 

The conversion loss factors were calculated from Eq. (4-9). The milli

meter wave power P e was adjusted to induce maximum absorption and thus 

its magnitude was known from the data of Table 4-1 (a correction of about 

20% was applied for the attenuation in the receiving horn). The power at the 

intermediate frequency, Ρχρ, was calculated from the measured output signal 

and the known gain of the IF amplifiers. 

The noise ratio t was obtained by comparing the noise power output from 
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the harmonie generator in operation, so with millimeter wave signal and LO 

drive, with the noise power output from a calibrated noise generator (Rohde 

& Schwarz, SKTU). Both signals were applied to the same amplifier chain. 

The noise signal from the generator was superimposed on a carr ier signal 

of the same magnitude and frequency as the IF signal from the harmonic ge

nerator. The output of the noise generator was adjusted to give the same 

noise as the harmonic generator at the output of the amplifier chain. By read

ing the noise generator the noise ratio t could be evaluated. A correction was 

applied for the noise already present in the carr ier from the signal genera

tor. It was verified that practically all the noise from the harmonic mixer 

was induced by the LO power. The magnitude of the LO power for optimum 

performance was not critical. It was adjusted to give a good compromise be

tween harmonic mixer conversion loss Lwii) and noise ratio t. 

The results of the measurements on the harmonic mixer are summarized 

in Table 4-2. 

T a b l e 4-2 

Conversion loss factor and noise ratio of the harmonic mixers 

Fundamental 
microwave 
frequency 

45 

72 

Harmonic 
number 

4 

3 

Intermediate 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

120 

180 

Conversion 
loss (dB) 

28 

26 

Noise ratio 

23 

55 

Conversion loss factor and noise ratio for a harmonic mixer driven by 

a 70 GHz fundamental source have been reported by Cotton (COT 63). The 

noise ratio stated for third harmonic mixing, for an IF signal at 120 MHz, is 50 

which may be considered the same as the present value. The sum of harmonic 

generator- and harmonic mixer conversion loss is stated as 60 dB, which is 

better than our value of 66 dB. This indicates that some improvement in per-, 

formance may still be possible. 

Data that can be compared to those of the first row of Table 4-2 have not 

been reported so far. 
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4.3 FREQUENCY STABILIZING AND MEASURING TECHNIQUE 

The half-width of the spectral lines obtained with the present spectro

meter is of the order of 5 kHz, whereas the resonance frequencies of the lines 

are of the order of 200 GHz. To obtain this result a frequency stability of the 

ultimate millimeter wave signal of about 1 χ 10"° parts or better is required. 

The accuracy of the frequency measurement is determined by the preci

sion of the 100 kHz signal obtained from the laboratory quartz-controlled 

standard frequency generator (Rohde & Schwarz, XSA). The frequency drift 

of this oscillator is less than 1 part in 10^ per day, its short time stability 

is better than 5 parts in 10 1 0 . 

Two microwave circuits were designed. One for the investigation of the 

transition I Q I — - І 1 0 of H2S and 220 —"-З13 of H2O, and one for the transi

tion 2ιι—»220 oí H2S.The first circuit was equipped with 45 GHz klystrons 

(OKI, 45 V 10), the second circuit with 70 GHz klystrons (Philips, DX 151) 

as fundamental power sources to drive the harmonic generator and the har

monic mixer. 

In Fig. 4.6 the circuit for stabilizing and measuring the frequency of the 

45 GHz signal oscillator (SO) klystron is indicated as a part of the complete 

superheterodyne detection scheme. 

The 100 kHz standard frequency signal was applied to two standard fre-

quency multipliers (General Radio, 1112 Aand 1112 B). The 100 MHz and 1000 

MHz output signals of these devices were applied to the crystal-diode mixer 

Ml (Schomandl, FMD 8/12). The 100 MHz output was isolated from the 1000 

MHz output by mismatched transmission lines. The adjustable lengths of the 

lines were set to give maximum output power from each unit at the diode 

mixer. 

Simultaneously a sample of the microwave signal from the intermediate 

oscillator (IO) klystron was applied to the crystal-diode Ml. To obtain an ul

timate microwave signal at the frequency 168.7 GHz the 10 klystron, a 3-cm 

klystron (Varían, X 13), was adjusted to oscillate at approximately 8,432 

MHz. Of all the possible sum and difference terms arising from the mixing 

process one frequency f¿ has a value near 30 MHz as follows from: 

fd = (8.432 - 8 χ 1000 - 4 χ 100) MHz. (4-11) 

This signal was applied to the signal input of the automatic frequency 

control (AFC) unit (Schomandl, FDS 30). 
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Fig.4.6. Superheterodyne detection scheme 
incorporating two 45 GHz klystrons (SO and LO) as fundamental sources. 



The AFC unit is essentially a phase-sensitive detector which gives a DC 

output signal if the phase of the input signal changes with respect to the phase 

of a reference signal. The DC output signal was applied to the reflector of 

the klystron in such a way that the klystron signal got phase locked to the 

reference signal. 

The original AFC system was designed for a signal input of 30 MHz and 

a reference input of 10 MHz, which is usually derived from a standard fre

quency generator. This 10 MHz signal is multiplied by a factor of three be

fore it is applied to the phase-sensitive detector of the unit. It was found, 

however, that the AFC system could also be used for input signals of fre

quencies differing about 3 MHz from 30 MHz. In the present application the 

reference signal for the AFC system is not necessarily at 10 MHz but at 

a slightly different frequency obtained from a frequency synthesizer (Scho-

mandl, ND 5, NDF 1). With this device any frequency which is a multiple of 

100 Hz can be derived with quartz accuracy over a range of 1 kHz to 31 MHz. 

The values located between the 100 Hz steps are obtained in continuous tuning 

by means of a fine tuning oscillator with a reading accuracy of about 0.1 Hz. 

When the output frequency of the frequency synthesizer is at fs and the 

IO klystron is synchronized then the klystron frequency fjj is given by: 

| ( 3 x fk = 1 ( 3 x У + (8 x 1000) + (4 χ 100) MHz. (4-12) 

The next step was to synchronize the signal oscillator (SO) klystron. This 

klystron was adjusted to oscillate near 42,190 MHz. A fraction of the signal 

was applied to the diode M2 through a directional coupler and mixed with the 

signal from the IO klystron. From the mixing process a frequency near 30 MHz 

was obtained for the AFC system to synchronize the SO klystron. 

This signal arised as the beat between the fifth harmonic of the sigal from 

the IO klystron and the fundamental of the SO klystron. The frequency fso 

of the SO klystron followed then from: 

fSO = ( 5 f k + 3 0 ) M H z · ( 4 - 1 3 ) 

The frequency of the fourth harmonic of the SO klystron followed from 

Eqs. (4-12) and (4-13): 

fm = 4 Í 5 Γ(3 χ fs) + (8 χ 1000) + (4 χ 100)1 + 301 MHz. (4-14) 

From Eq. (4-14) the frequency of the millimeter wave signal fm could be 

determined by reading the output frequency fs of the frequency synthesizer. 
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For the recording of spectral lines the frequency fs was varied by means 

of a synchronous motor (Halstrup, M 64/10) coupled to the axis of the fine 

tuning oscillator of the frequency synthesizer. By observing a magic-eye of 

the frequency synthesizer, which indicates when fs passes calibration points 

separated by 100 Hz, frequency markers could be given manually. 

The signals determining fm and their relative contributions are given in 

Table 4-3. 

T a b l e 4-3 

Signals determining îm and their contributions 

Signal 

From standard frequency multipliers: 

1000 MHz 

100 MHz 

10 MHz 

From frequency synthesizer: 

fs 

Contribution to fm (%) 

94.83 

4.74 

0.07 

0.35 

It is seen from Table 4-3 that the stability of the 1000 MHz signal from 

the standard frequency multiplier is most important. A frequency modulation 

noise of 1 χ 10-9 0 f ti^B IQQQ MHZ signal has about the same effect on the 

stability of the frequency of the ultimate millimeter wave signal as a fre

quency modulation noise of 3 χ IO"? in the signal from the frequency syn

thesizer. The residual frequency modulation noise in the signals from the 

frequency multipliers is less than about 1 χ 10-9. Owing to the finite band

width of the AFC systems the frequency modulation noise in fm is larger. 

The frequency modulation noise in the millimeter wave signal, Δ fm, was 

estimated by means of the gas absorption line of the I Q I — · • 1 до transition 

of H2S. The frequency fm of the millimeter wave signal was adjusted at a 

value fo + Δν, where ÍQ is the frequency of the transition, and Δν the half-

width of the spectral line. In this way frequency modulations of the millimeter 

signal were converted into voltage modulations in the measured output signal 

of the detection crystal. The steepness of the side of the spectral line was 

easily evaluated by introducing a known change in fm and measuring of the 
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Fig.4.7. Photograph of oscilloscope displays showing the increase in noise 
caused by the conversion of frequency fluctuations into voltage fluctuations. 

Frequency of the millimeter wave signal differs ЬуД (= half-width of the spectral line) 
from the frequency of the rotational transition lnj—* l in 0 ^ Η·)5. 

A. Without gas in the absorption cell, 
B. With gas in the absorption cell (1 division corresponds with 1.5 kHz). 

corresponding change in the output signal. The r e s u l t s a r e shown in the o s 

cil loscope displays A and В of Fig. 4.7 which give the noise output signal of 

the second detec tor without and with H2S gas in the absorption cel l , r e s 

pectively. The i n c r e a s e in noise output is due to the conversion of frequency 

fluctuations into voltage fluctuations. In this way it was found that the f re-

frequency modulation noise Δ fщ = 2.7 kHz (RMS value) in agreement with 

the spect roscopic r e s u l t s to be d i scussed in Chapter VI. 

T h e frequency stabilizing and m e a s u r i n g c i rcui t for use n e a r 216 GHz is 

s i m i l a r to the c i rcui t descr ibed above and will not be discussed in deta i l . 
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Its lay-out is shown in Fig. 4.8 as a part of the complete superheterodyne 

fetection scheme. A 1.25 cm klystron (Raytheon, 2 .K 33) was used as 10 

klystron, and the 45 GHz klystrons (SO and LO) were replaced by 70 GHz 

klystrons (Philips, DX 151). The frequency modulation noise, Δ fm, in the 

millimeter wave signal was about 2.6 kHz (RMS value). 

4.4 THE SUPERHETERODYNE DETECTION SCHEME 

a. General description 

In the Sections 4.2 and 4.3 the harmonic generator and mixer, and the 

frequency stabilizing and measuring technique have been described. In this 

section a description is given of the superheterodyne detection schemes. 

A block diagram of the circuit for use near 170 GHz incorporating two 45 

GHz klystrons as fundamental sources is shown in Fig. 4.6. 

The SO klystron was used to furnish the harmonic generator with funda

mental power. This klystron was frequency stabilized with the set-up des

cribed in the preceeding section. Another 45 GHz klystron, furnished funda

mental power to the harmonic mixer. Samples of the signals from SO klystron 

and LO klystron were obtained via directional couplers and applied to the 

mixer diode M3. The two klystrons were adjusted in order to get a difference 

in oscillation frequency of about + 30 MHz. (The + or - sign had to be chosen 

according as the frequency of the LO klystron is 30 MHz higher or lower than 

that of SO klystron respectively). This 30 MHz signal was obtained from the 

mixer diode M3 and applied to an AFC system which kept the LO klystron 

oscillating at a frequency differing 30 MHz from the frequency of the SO 

klystron. The harmonic generator produced harmonics at nf (n integer, f fre

quency SO klystron), while in the harmonic mixer the fundamental LO drive 

produced harmonics at (nf + η 30) MHz. Thus the intermediate frequency (IF) 

signals were at (η χ 30) MHz. In the present case the fourth harmonic was 

used (n =4) and the IF signal was at 120 MHz. This signal was obtained from 

the harmonic mixer and applied, via a matching section, to an octave ampli

fier (Lei, OMP-5-080) which had a bandwidth from 80 MHz to 160 MHz, 50 S 

input impedance, and a noise figure of 5.4 dB. 

The matching section served to match the impedance of the harmonic gene-

raror to the input impedance of the octave amplifier. It consisted of a trom-
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bone adjustable line (General Radio, 874-LTL) and an adjustable stub (General 

Radio, 874-D50L). For a particular IF signal this matching is always possible 

for any impedance of the harmonic generator if the lengths of stub and line 

can each be varied at least one half wavelength of the IF signal, i.e. 125 cm 

at 120 MHz. For that purpose the matching unit was, if necessary, extended 

with fixed length transmission lines. 

The output of the octave amplifier was applied to a tunable amplifier (Rohde 

& Schwarz, ASV) which also contained the second detector. 

To obtain maximum sensitivity a narrow noise bandwidth is desired. This 

was achieved by using low frequency (835 Hz) square wave Stark modulation 

and synchronous detection. The Stark voltage was applied between the plates of 

the absorption cell. A description of the square wave Stark-voltage generator 

has been given by Berendts (BER 64). The output of the second detector is 

fed to a lock-in amplifier (E.M.C., RJB) with variable integration time. In 

the present experiments usually an integration time of 1 sec. was chosen, 

only for the I Q I — " І 1 0 transition of H2S^4 the integration time was set at 

3 sec. The DC output of the lock-in amplifier was applied to a recorder. 

A block diagram of the superheterodyne system for use near 216 GHz has 

already been given in Fig. 4.8. In this case the LO klystron oscillated at a 

frequency which differed 60 MHz from the frequency of the SO klystron. 

Because the third harmonics of SO klystron and LO klystron were used, 

the IF signal was at 180 MHz. The octave amplifier (Lel, OMP-5-160) of this 

circuit had a bandwidth extending from 160 MHz to 320 MHz, 50 S input im

pedance, and a noise figure of 6.3 dB. 

For good performance of the superheterodyne scheme of Fig. 4.8 the two 

ferrite isolators (DYM 58) 12 and 13 were very important. Isolator 12 was 

adjusted by sending the proper DC current through its coil, thus preventing 

power from the SO klystron from travelling to the mixer diode M3 where 

otherwise a 30 MHz signal would be generated as the beat between the third 

harmonic of the 10 klystron and the fundamental of the SO klystron. It will be 

clearthatonlya30MHz signal arising from the mixing process with the fun

damental of the LO klystron was desired. For a similar reason isolator 13 

was used to prevent LO klystron power from travelling to mixer M2, The iso

lators were originally designed for 1.25 cm waves but could be used to sup

press effectively 4 mm waves being at the same time sufficiently transparant 

for 1.25 cm waves. 
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b. The sensitivity of the spectrometer 

Sensitivity of a microwave spectrometer is usually expressed in terms 

of the smallest detectable power absorption coefficient, defined as the micro

wave absorption coefficient for which the signal-to-noise power ratio equals 

unity. From the theory of Van Vleck and Weisskopf (VAN 45) one has for the 

peak absorption coefficient: 

8*3 N f 
' a m a x " ЗскТ μ ρ ς 

2 2 

Δν" 
(4-15) 

where: N the is number of molecules per unit volume, f is the fraction of the 

molecules which is in the lower state, and ν is the centre frequency of the 

absorption line. 

As both Δν and N are proportional to the pressure over a large range (0.01 

-10 Tor) a m a x has a constant value throughout this pressure region. The gas 

pressure in a molecular beam is generally very low, of the^Ärder of magnitude 

of 10"5 Tor. Consequently molecular collisions give only a negligible con

tribution to Δν, and a m a x becomes proportional to the number N of absorbing 

molecules. It is therefore more adequate not to use α,,γ^χ but to express the 

sensitivity of the spectrometer in terms of the minimum detectable power ab

sorption ( Δ Ps)mm· The latter is defined as the change ΔΡ 3 in the signal power 

P s , which gives unity signal-to-noise ratio. This quantity is given by Strand-

berg (STR 54c) for a square wave Stark modulation spectrometer as : 

(» P s 'mln V 2 π 2 Ρ Ρ k T B , (4-16) 

where: В = effective noise bandwidth of the spectrometer, 

Τ = absolute temperature of the detector, 

F = overall noise figure. 

The overall noise figure is given by: 

F = Y LM(n) ( F o + Г - ^ <4-1 7> 

where Lwn) and t are the conversion loss factor and the noise ratio of the 

harmonic mixer, respectively; F 0 is the noise figure of the octave amplifier, 

and the factor γ brings into account the attenuation in the receiving horn 

(г«**1.2). Compared to the noise induced by the LO klystron power other 

sources of noise can be neglected. The bandwidth В equals the reciprocal 

of the integration time of the phase sensitive detector. 
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From Eq. (4-16) it follows that the minimum detectable decrement ( Δ Р 6 ) т т 

depends on the signal power P s which implies that (APs)min с а п 0ПІУ be cal

culated for a given value of P s . ' 

In Table 4-4 the results are summarized of the calculations of (APs)mm * о г 

the several signal powers P s inducing maximum absorption. The values of P e 

were taken from Table 4-1. 

The power absorption of a molecular beam travelling through the parallel-

plate cell depends not only on the beam intensity, the strength and frequency 

of the radiation, but also on the population of the two states involved in the 

transition. The calculation of these populations will now be made. 

For the oven temperatures applied in the present experiment the approxi

mation can be made that all molecules, H2S and H2O, are in the ground vi

brational and electronic state. The fraction of the molecules of the beam, 

which is in a particular rotational state J K K of energy W, is (TOW 55, 

p. 101): 

W 
"kT 

f(JK .κ,.> = ed) ( ^ = = ( 4 - 2 0 ) 
-1 +1 \ _Ξ_ /кт.З 

NABO ( h ; 

where А, В, С are the molecular rotational constants and g(I) is a statistical 

weight factor owing to the presence of identical nuclei with spin I in the mo

lecule. For the case of two identical nuclei g(I) is explicitly given by Townes 

and Schawlow (TOW 55, p.103): 

g(I) = „1 , 1 when the spin wave function is antisymmetric, 

g(I) = 21 • Ì when the spin wave function is symmetric. (4-21) 

Whether one is concerned with either an antisymmetric- or with a symmetric 

spin wave function depends on the symmetry properties of the rotational part 

of the complete molecular wave function as will be discussed in Section 5.2. 

The fraction F* (JK ,κ+ι -* J'K IK+I) of the total number of molecules which 

gives the net absorption is given by: 

F * ( j K - i K

+ r J , K , - i K ,

+ i ) • , ( J K . 1 K + 1 ) - ^ ä f ( J , K ' _ i K * + 1
) ' ( 4 - 2 2 ) 

2J+1 
where the factor ÖJTTJ

 h a s ^een introduced because the selection rule ΔΜ = 

0 (M magnetic quantum number) is valid. For the case of hyperfine structure 

the fraction F* has still to be multiplied by the relative intensity of the hy-
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T a b l e 4-4 

The calculated slgnal-to-noise ratios 

Molecule 

H2S 3 2 

H2S 3 4 

H2O 

H2S 3 2 

H2S 3 4 

Transition 

F — F ' 

l o i — ^ о ; 2 - 2 

ΐοι-ΐιο;2-2 

2 2 0 - 3 1 3 

211-220 

211-220 

Power Ρβ 
inducing 

maximum 
absorption 
(10-6 w) 

0.16 

0.16 

0.84 

0.046 

0.046 

Effective 
noise 

bandwidth 
(Hz) 

1 

0.3 

1 

1 

1 

Minimum 
detectable 

power 
absorption 
(10-12 w) 

15 

8.5 

34 

9.6 

9.6 

F* χ 104 

13.4 

13.4 

2.9 

7.32 

7.32 

N 

(1016 mol/sec) 

7 

0.3 

8 

7 

0.3 

Absorbed 
power 

(10-9 W) 

2.2 

0.092 

1.4 

3.7 

0.16 

Calculated 
signal-to-

noise 
ratio 

140 

11 

41 

380 

17 



perfine component concerned. 

The absorbed power ΔΡ given in Table 4-4 was calculated from: 

ΔΡ = à hv F* N (4-23) 

where h is Planck's constant, ν the resonance frequency of the radiation, and 

N the number of molecules which passes through the parallel-plate cell per 

second. The values of N stated in Table 4-4 are those of Eqs. (3-8) and (3-9) 

but corrected for the isotopie abundances of the constituting elements of the 

molecule. 

The factor 2 represents the transition probability, which is kept slightly 

lower than the maximum value of about 0.7 (see Eq.(4-2))to make sure that 

saturation effects are avoided. The last column of Table 4-4 gives the calcu

lated signal-to-noise ratios, obtained by dividing the absorbed power by the 

minimum detectable power. For the present case where a small decrement 

in a large signal power is observed this ratio equals the voltage signal-to-

noise ratio. Comparison of the calculated signal-to-noise ratios with the r e 

cordings of the spectral lines, as given in Figs. 6-1, 2, 5, 6 and 7, shows a 

rough agreement. This demonstrates the possibility of predicting whether 

a given rotational transition is strong enough to be investigated success

fully with the present apparatus. 
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CHAPTER V 

THEORY OF THE MAGNETIC HYPERFINE 
INTERACTIONS IN H2S-TYPE MOLECULES 

5.1 THE HAMILTONIAN 

The Hamiltonian for a free rotating molecule including the major hyperfine 

interactions has been given by Gunther-Mohr, Townes and Van Vleck (GUN 

54), Posener (POS 57), Thaddeus, Krisher and Loubser (THA 64), and Dymanus 

(DYM 66). 

It is assumed that the molecular nuclear frame is rigid and that the non 

rotating molecule has no resultant electronic orbital or electronic spin an

gular momentum ( І 2 molecules). 

For molecules with nuclear magnetic dipoles but no nuclear electric qua-

drupole moments present in the molecule the Hamiltonian becomes: 

,2 H = Σ A„ (J - L Г 
g g v g g' 

^ о ^ 
4π 

6 μ ο μ Ν 

К . Ц К 
Z L S K r L K [ ? L K X ^ L - Y K V Ж 

-3 
4 π і.к Ч гік Γ . κ χ ( ν . - Υ κ ν κ ) · Ι Κ 

+ i- Σ 
~™ K , K > L S K g L r K L %% - 3 і 2т (^к-Гігт ХЦ - ^ т ) ЧС l L KL ^ 'K " KL n 'L ί KV 

where 

2I_ 

(5-la) 

(5-lb) 

(5-lc) 

(5-ld) 

(5-2) 

is the rotational constant along the gth molecular principal axis of inertia 

(g = χ, y, ζ) and Ig is the moment of inertia of the molecule around the prin

cipal axis g. The rotational angular momentum, excluding nuclear spins, J, 

and the electronic angular momentum L are both measured in units of "h. The 

index i refers to the electrons, with charges -e and position and velocity vec-
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tors rj and vj with respect to the molecular centre of mass. Capital indices 

refer to nuclei with masses M^, charges eZjç, and spins 1^. The quantity 

Yĵ  is the Thomas precession factor: 

Z K M P 

with Mp as the proton mass. The nuclear g-factors are defined so that the 

nuclear magnetic dipole moment operator is given by: 

4 = S K ^ K ( 5-4 ) 

where μ^ is the nuclear magneton. The short r i m stands for 1?^ - r m | . 

The first term in the Hamiltonian is the energy of rigid rotation. The second 

term represents the energy of interaction of nuclear magnetic dipoles with 

currents resulting from nuclear motion or molecular rotation, while the third 

term gives the energy of interaction of nuclear magnetic dipoles with currents 

resulting from electron motion. The last term represents the nuclear magne

tic dipole-dipole interaction. 

The main contribution to the energy comes from the term (5-la) which r e 

presents the energy of molecular rotation. This contribution is about 108 

times larger than those from the magnetic hyperfine interactions. In a very 

good approximation the electronic contribution to the rotational energy can 

be neglected (VAN 51). The rotational energy Wj K K of the level J K ^ K + I 

of an a s y m m e t r i c top molecule (H2S) can be wri t ten a s : 

WT = A < J > + B < J Í > + C < J ^ > (5-5) 
J K I K ^ I a b c v ' 

where А, В and С are the molecular rotational constants corresponding to 

the axes of the least, intermediate, and greatest moment of inertia (As»B S-C). 
2 -* 

The < J > are the average values of the square of the components of J, 
along the molecular principal axes of inertia, and are given by (BRA 49): 

< i\ > = i-[j(J+l) + E(x) - ( κ + 1 ) ^ | ^ ] . (5-ба) 

< j2 > = Í | Í 2 í i . (5-бЬ) 

<jJ> V * 

Эх 

J(J+1) - Ε(·κ) + (x-1) Щ^±\ . (5-6c) 
Эх J 
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Ε(κ) is the energy parameter of an asymmetric rotor, with asymmetry pa

rameter 

2 B-A-C 
XIÜ" · (5-7) 

For low values of J, the Ε(κ) have been tabulated as explicit functions of κ 

(TOW55,p.90, KIN 43). For large values of J numerical tables are available 

(TOW 55, p.527). 

As has been shown by several authors (GUN 54, DYM 66) the second term 

of the Hamiltonian representing the nuclear I · J interaction can be written as 

2 Г . M . "f ( 5 _ 8 ) H -»-» = ¿ T . N . T 
"nuclear I · J К LK 1N J 

where N is a second rank tensor whose components with respect to the mo

lecular principal axes of inertia are: 

N. 
gg' 

_ 2 е % ^ к 
4%h L*K ( r K L ) ' 

( f L - f K V ( f L - Y K ? K ) g 

( ?кМ гкгк) 

(5-9) 

The components of this tensor can be calculated if-the molecular struc

ture is known. 

The third term of the Hamiltonian representing the electronic contribution 

to the ΐ · J interaction can in very good approximation be written as (DYM 66): 

H , ,. . •* ̂  = $.1 . E - 'T (5-10) 
electronic I · J К К 

where E is a tensor whose components with respect to the molecular principal 

axes of inertia are: 

g _ 2 e ^ N g K Y K A g ' ? , _ L 
gg' = Ші i 3 

iK 
^І-^КЬ ^І-^К ^К)? 

2 е ^ ^ к ( 0 i^Kg'^'V'^^'V^^^Kg1^ 
74π _ ί - ρ _ ρ Σ 

The vector π, , is defined as : 

E n - E 0 

«к = ? Г Й [ ( ? І - ? К ) Х П ] ' 

(5-11) 

(5-12) 
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The quantities (г^-г^) stand for the averages over the ground vibrational 

and electronic state. Inthelastterm of Eq. (5-11) the sum is over the excited 

electronic states In) of the molécule, En is the electronic energy of the state 

In). 

In the following sections the matrix elements of the hyperfine Hamiltonian 

will be calculated using a method differing from that of Bragg (BRA 48) and 

Bragg and Golden (BRA 49) which is generally referred to in literature. 

In the present method only the techniques of the calculation of matrix ele

ments of spherical tensor operators will be used. The ultimate results are 

identical with those obtained using Bragg's method. 

5.2 THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE SPIN-ROTATION INTERACTION *) 

The calculation will be confined to H2S-type molecules incorporating no 

other nuclear spins than those of the two equivalent protons. 

The coupling scheme which is used to define the representation is: 
- * _ » _ k 

in + !„ = l 

p q 
ΐ + J = F (5-13) 

with Ip and Iq standing for the two equivalent proton spins, and F for the total 

angular momentum of the molecule. The latter takes the values J+I, J+I-l, 

| J- i | . 
The representation chosen is: 

| ( I p I q ) I J T F M F ) (5-14) 

where the subscript τ indicates that one is dealing with asymmetric rotor 

wave functions; Mp is the projection of F on the space fixed z-axis. 

Owing to the large spacings between the rotational levels, as compared 

to the hyperfine effects, second order perturbations may safely be neglected 

because they are of the order of magnitude of (hyperfine energy)2/(rotatio-

nal energy), or less than 1 Hz. So only matrix elements diagonal in the ro

tational quantum number J T will be considered. 

*) The author thanks Dr. J, Reuss for his invaluable help concerning this derivation. 
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The total molecular wave function should be either symmetric or antisym

metric, on exchange of equivalent nuclei, depending on whether the nuclei 

obey Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac statistics. The symmetry of the rota

tional part of the wave function, Ι-Ικ^κ+ι) i s a simple function of K.^ and 

K+1 (TOW 55, p.94). In the case of H2S where the molecular symmetry axis 

is the intermediate principal axis of inertia, the rotational part of the wave-

function is symmetric when K_i and K+i are both even or both odd and is 

antisymmetric when K_i and K+j have different parities. The spin function 

is symmetric when the spins are parallel and antisymmetric when the spins 

are antiparallel. Because the protons obey Fermi-Dirac statistics the total 

molecular wave function should be antisymmetric. This implies that both 

spins are parallel or antiparallel depending on whether K_i and K+j have 

unequal or equal parities, respectively. So I is a good quantum number and 

all matrix elements which are off-diagonal in the total nuclear spin I will 

vanish. 

The tensor Τ is the sum ofthe two tensors defined by Eqs. (5-8) and (5-10), 

or 

Τ = N + E, (5-15) 

and the total I · J interaction including both electronic and nuclear contribu

tions and summed over the two protons can be written as : 

Hf-.j' = ΐ · Τ · J . (5-16) 

To calculate the matrix elements ( (ΙρΙς)υ τ ΡΜρ |Hf. j I (IpIq)IJTF ,MFt) the 

operator Ι · Τ · J is expanded in spherical components as : 

(0) 
I . T . J = 2 0 Д ) 2 ( - ) (2 + 1 ) і ( і ( 1 ) { т ( 1 1 ) 1 ( 1 ) 

(5-17) 

where the spherical components of T, in terms of the Cartesian components 

are defined as (YUT 62, p. 106): 

T 0 0 ) = - ^ < T x x + T y y + Y z z > . 

T±V = + Щ Ρ1",« - V * i (Τ ζ χ - Τχ 2)] 
T2 

T o 1 ) = .^xy-V' 

r(2) = I 42 = Η ( Τ χ χ - ν ± ί ( Τ Χ 7 + ν ] 
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τ<§ -ití+CT^+T^-iCTyz+V]. 

T-'·̂ ) _ _i Γ? Τ Τ - τ 
Ο \ |^ [ ζζ χχ уу 

and the spherical components of a vector V as: 

yd) = у , . 
0 z 

(5-18) 

(5-19) 

Using well-known techniques for calculating matrix elements of tensor ope

rators (JUD 63, Chapter 3) one obtains: 

( ( І Д ) I J T F M F I ι - Τ - Jl (InIn)I ι τ ρ · Μ Ρ , ) -p-q'- "τ Α " ' ρ ' 

Λ, Л+J+F, J - 2 (-)V(2V+1)2(-)1+J+F 6(F,F')ô(M M F , ) 
ЧЗ ν=0,1,2 ь ь 

I J F 

J I 1 

x ( ( i p i q ) i | | i ( 1 ) | | ( i p i q ) i ) ( J T l T (v) j( l ) 1(1). 
| J T ) 

1 1 ν 
v^0,1.2 (-)v(2v+l) i(-) I + J + Fô(F>F')ô(MF ,MF l) j 

x( (U a ) i | | i ( 1 ) l l (U Q ) i ) (J T | | J ( 1 ) l | J T ) (J T | |T< v ) | | J T ) . 

I J F 

J I 1 

Ρ q' 
(5-20) 

From Eq. (5-20) it follows that the matrix which is already diagonal in I 

and J T is also diagonal in F and Mp. So only diagonal elements need to be 

calculated. 

The reduced matrix elements of Eq. (5-20) can be evaluated with the aid 

of the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The result is: 

( ( I p I q ) I J T F M F | T - T . j | ( I p I q ) I J T F M F ) = 

= ; - ^ ( J - J | T O 0 ) | J - J ) - ï h ^ j i T o 1 ) | j - j ) + 

+ ^ 2 - ^ ( J T J | T ( 2 ) | J T J ) 
F(F+1)-J(J+1)-I(I+1) 

2 
(5-21) 

The next problem is to express the quantities (JT J |T^V ' | J T J) of Eq. (5-21) 

in terms of the components of the tensor Τ with respect to the molecular 
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frameofreference, in which system the components are explicitly known from 

Eqs. (5-9) and (5-11). 

The transformation from the space-fixed frame of reference to the mole

cular frame of reference dan be written as a rotation D (α β γ) of the coor

dinate system over the three Euler angles α, β, γ. 

In the present case the molecular frameofreference is rotated to the space 

fixed frame, or (EDM 60, p.71): 

Т ^ = 0(-у-р-а)Т^ ) D - V r - ß - a ) , (5-22) 

where TJLV' is the component of the tensor operator Т( ) with respect to the 

molecular frameof reference. From Eq. (5-22) ft follows that (EDM 60, p.71): 

u m =-v u 

where CD ^ v ( n is a matrix element of an irreducible representation of the ro

tation D(-Y-ß-a). 

The next step is to expand the asymmetric rotor wave function |JTJ) in 

terms of the symmetric top wave functions (TOW 54, p.95): 

U T J) = £ a J K | J K J ) (5-24) 

The aTvr are real coefficients, and К takes only odd or only even values. 

From Eqs. (5-23) and (5-24) the following expression is obtained for 

W | T < | V ) | J T J ) - Γ Σ a J K a J K , T ^ ( J K J | l £ ì 0 ( - T - P - a ) | j K ' J ) 
m =-νκ.,κ 

( J T J | T J V M J T J ) : 

(5-25): 

The symmetric top eigenfunctions UK J) are given by Edmonds (EDM 60, 

p.66) as: 

IJKJ) = \ ^jCD^l (oar) (5-26) 

and one finds: 

(JKJlO^loi -Y-ß-a i l JK'J) 
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ЯЩ\'·* ж* ^γ^ΰο (-γ-Ρ-α)α)ίκ,<αΡγ)<1τ (5-27) 

8π J 

By substituting: 

CPjg*(apY) = (-)J-Kcr ( j j ^ (aßr) 

and 

crfto (-r-ß-α) = (-Га ^ , (aßr) 
into Eq. (5-27), and using the expression for the integral of three CT-functions 

(EDM 60, p.62) one obtains: 

(JKJlCP^QÍ-Y-p-aHJK'J) -

Τ If' m1 / J V J\ / J V J \ 
= ( 2 J + l ) ( - ) J - R - m . (5-28) 

y-J 0 J M - K -m' K'' 

From Eqs. (5-25) and (5-28) follows: 

( J T J | T < 0 ) | J T J ) = T J 0 ) , (5-29a) 

f(2) ' 
(j, JlT^lx, J) 2 Ι ήκ [3K2-j(j+i)] 

0 (J+l)(2J+3) K J K L J 

f (2) + ^(2) 

+ № Ш _2 ! ! _ s aTIfaTIf.9r(J-K-l)(J-K)(J-HC+l)(J+K+2)l . 
1 2 (J+l)(2J+3) K J K J K ^ L J ( 5 _ 2 9 b ) 

The expression (J T J | Тл ' | J T J) is zero for asymmetric rotor wavefunctions 

as follows from group theoretical arguments. This conclusion also follows 

from physical arguments: ( J T J | Т І ' | J T J) is proportional to ( J T J |cos β| 

J T J) and this expression is zero as follows from the absence of a linear 

Stark effect in asymmetric top molecules. 
y 2 

The quantity £ a j i ( '
K occurring in Eq. ( 5 - 2 9 Ь ) І Б the average of the square 

of the projection of molecular angular momentum J on the molecular z-axis; 

K a j K K 2 - < & · ( 5 - 3 0 > 

By substituting Eq. (5-30) into Eq. (5-29) and writing the spherical tensors 
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in terms of their Cartesian components with the aid of Eq. (5-18), one ob

tains: 

((I I )IJ F M F | I - T . J K L I J I J FM p ) 

2 
< ; J - 7 ' > Л І Л» Л< 

=— Τ + αΤ + ßT 
J(J+1) z z x x УУ 

F(F+1)-J(J+1)-I(H-1) 

2 
(5-31) 

where the coefficients α and β do not depend on T z z . 

Following Strandberg (STR 54b, p.6) it is now convenient to associate the 

molecular z-axis with each of the three axes of inertia of the molecule, la

belled a, b, and с with I a < Ij, ^ I c . In this way one obtains three expres

sions for the left hand part of Eq. (5-31). Equating the coefficients with which 

each of the three tensor components T a a , Т^ь and T c c appears in the expres

sions, one finds that the expression between braces of Eq. (5-31) equals 

cr 2 α κ ,- ¥ „ „ < J ^ > /J(J + 1) and so: g = a, b, с gg g ' ч ' 

(I p I q )IJ F M F Ι ΐ - Τ - J | (I pI q)IJ FM F ) 

F(F+1)-J(J+1)-I(I+1) 
= Σ . Τ <32> , g=a,b,c gg g / J ( J + 1 ) 

= c F(F+1)-J(J+1)-I(H-1) 
J K.1K+! 2 

where the quantity CjK K is called the hyperfine coupling constant. It 

is clear, however, that C j K K is not a true molecular constant because 

it depends on the molecular rotational state. In this approximation the true 
л* 

molecular constants are the Tgg and for an asymmetric top molecule these 

quantities can generally be evaluated by measuring the hyperfine structure 

of more than one rotational transition. 

Equation (5-32) will be used in Section 6.1 to interpret the hyperfine struc

ture in the spectrum of H2S. 

5.3 THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE SPIN-SPIN INTERACTION 

The Hamiltonian for the direct spin-spin interaction between two protons 

numbered ρ and q follows from Eq. (5-ld): 
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2 2 

H. • ^ і -̂ ч·*] spin-spin 4% r 

where r stands for Гр-Гп. 

This Hamiltonian can also be written in tensor form (JUD 63, p.87): 

(0) 

1.1 

spin-spin 
-з з 

μ ο μ Ν^Η 

4%^ 

f ·\ 

r ( i ) r ( i ) 

к J 

(2) 

Ρ q 
^ s 

(2) 

/ 

(5-34) 

The matrix elements will now be calculated in the representation of Eq. 

(5-14): 

((I I )IJ_ FM^IH . . |(I I JIJ-F 'M-.) = 
v v p q / τ F ' spin-spin' v ρ q' τ ρ " 

2 2 

- ^ ^ « ' Р ' ^ ™ Р ' - r ( i ) r ( i ) 
S ( 2 ) ' 

ρ q 

(2) ì(0) 
| ( IpIq)IJxF'M'F) 

.зіУайі^м+р^р,^^^^. 
4 π τ 

x ( ( i p i q ) i 
ρ q 

( 2 ) . 
ІІ(ірУі)(-М r ( i ) r ( i ) 

I J F 

J I 2 

(2) 
U T ) · (5-35) 

From Eq. (5-35) it is clear that the matrix is diagonal in F and M p. By 

also taking into account that Ip = Iq one finds (JUD 63, p.72) for the first r e 

duced matrix element of Eq. (5-35): 

«VJHHiî if1* ρ q' ρ q 

(2) 

IIW) 

\ [ 5 ( 2 I + l ) ( 2 I D + l ) ( I D + l ) I D . I D I 1 
Ρ ' Ρ Ρ Ρ 

I I 2 

(5-36) 

where the 9-j symbol of Eq. (5-36) can be evaluated with the aid of an ex

pression given by Edmonds (EDM 60, p. 119). The second reduced matrix 

element of Eq. (5-35) can be calculated from the Wigner-Eckart theorem: 

(JTII r ( i ) r ( i ) ( 2 ) , 
|JT) = OVI r ( i ) r ( i ) 

(2) 

0 
I J T J ) A J 2 J, 

J 0 Л 

(5-37) 
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To evaluate the right hand part of Eq. (5-37) use i s made of Eq. (5-29b). Sub-
1(2) 

stituting r ( l ) r ( l ) for Тд ' into Eq. (5-29b) and taking into account that 

in the molecular principal system of axes: 

, ο \|б z x y 

r ( i ) r ( i ) 
(2) 

+2 
r ( l ) r ( l ) . 

(2) 2 2 

= r x " r v · -2 x У 
(5-38) 

one obtains for the matrix element of Eq. (5-37): 

(2) 

0 
U T J) = ( J . J I ^ 1 ) 

2 _ r 

jCl [З <j?>-j(j+i)l 
2J+-3) L z J 

2 2 2 
1 2 r z " r x " r v [ 3 < j 2 > . 

\|6(J+l)(2J+-3) 

2 2 
+ a r x + ßry . (5-39) 

The molecular z -axis is now associated with respectively the a, b, and с 

molecular principal axis of inertia. The three equations obtained in this way 

are: 
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( J ^ I K ^ ^ U T J ) " 

2 г 
1 a - x [з <ЗІ> - J(J+1)] + 0 ' ^ + ß'r^ . 

ψ (J+l)(2J+3) 

(JTJ|{iWr< l>) | J T J) 

2 r: 

γ ^ (J+l)(2J+3) 
b χ [з <jj> -J(J+1)1 +anrl + &"rl. 

( J . J l - ^ r ^ r i L J ) 
(2) 

» j + α " ι 

ψ ищащ x[3<jJ>-J(J+l)] +α» rj + p» г: 

(5-40a) 

(5-40b) 

(5-40c) 



From Eqs. (5-40a, b, c) it follows that: 

(JT J | Jr^M1) j ( 2 ) |JT J) = ^ ( j ^ ) ^ ) I 4 [з <Jg> - J(J+1)] = 

f6(mèm IK-r2) <3l· - (5-41) 

The matrix element for the spin-spin interaction follows from Eqs. (5-41, 

37, 36, 35): 

( (IpIq)I JT FM F I H s p i n _ s p i n I (lpIq)IJT FMF) = 

^ « H 1(1+1) + 4 Ιρ(Ιρ +1) 2 2 2 

- 4 x r 5 (2I-1)(2I+3)J(J+1)(2J+3)(2J-1) g ( 3 r g " r > < J g > x 

χ [з {\) + \ ( | ) - 1(1+1 )J(J+1)] (5-42) 

where X = F (F + 1 ) -J (J + 1) -I (I + 1). 

This result will be used in Section 6.1 to calculate the contribution of the 

spin-spin interaction to the hyperfine structure in the spectrum of H2S. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

6.1 THE HYPERFINE SPECTRUM OF THE l m — - l i n TRANSITION OF 

H2S
Ö AND H2S

Ö* 

The rotational transition whose hyperfine spectrum was measured is the 

IQI _ • liQ transition of H2S32 and НгЗ^ 4. The results on H2S^^ were also 

published elsewhere (HUI 66). 

Owing to the good sensitivity of the spectrometer the measurement on 

H2S34 could be made with a sample containing ^ 5 ^ 4 in the natural isotopie 

abundance of 4.2%. Recordings of both spectra are given in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. 

These spectra will now be interpreted with the aid of the theoretical results 

of Chapter V. 

For both levels involved in the transition K_i and K+^ have different pari

ties. As a consequence the two proton spins are parallel and the total nuclear 

spin angular momentum I = 1. For both levels IQI and IIQ involved in the 

transition the rotational quantum number J = 1, and the quantum number F 

takes the values F = 2,1,0. Hence the rotational levels IQI and I^Q a r e both 

split into three sublevéis. The selection rule Δ F = 0, + 1 indicates that there 

are 7 lines to be expected in the hyperfine spectrum. The relative intensities 

of hyperfine transitions have been tabulated, for example by Townes and 

Schawlow (TOW 55, p.499). The relative intensities of interest for the present 

case are given in Table 6.1. 

The splitting of the rotational levels can be calculated from Eqs. (5-32) and 
2 

(5-42). The < J > required for this calculation are evaluated from Eq. (5-6) 

using the explicit expressions for the E(x) (TOW 55, p.90): 

1; < J 2 > Ь 0 
с 

1; <J2

C> = 1 (6-1) 
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Rotational level l i n < J > = 1 ; < J ? > = 1U a b 

2 2 
Rotational level 1 0 1 < J a > =0; < J b > = 
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Fig.6.2. Hyperfine structure of the rotational transition IQI—» l io 0 * ^25 
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Note the rather strong nonlinearity of the frequency scale. 
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T a b l e 6-1 

Relative intensities of the hyperfine components 

of the transition l o i - " 1 1 0 0 ^ ^ S 

Hyperfine transition 

F — F ' 

2 — 2 

1 — 2 and 2 — 1 

0 — 1 and 1 — 0 

1—1 

0 - 0 

Relative intensity 

100 

33.3 

26.6 

20.0 

0 

The following expressions are obtained for the hyperfine splittings of the 

rotational energy levels (r stands for the proton-proton distance): 

ROTATIONAL LEVEL J 
K - 1 K

+ 1 
1 
ю-

F = 2 

F = 1 

,,, 1 Μ·ο 2 2 -3 , „ 
W = -2Ö 4 ^ H ^ N r + C 1 10 

w = +14rA^^-c 
10 

w 
1 ^o 2 2 -3 „„ 

- 2 4 ^ Η μ Ν Γ - 2 C 1 
10 

ROTATIONAL LEVEL J „ „ l n i . 
K - 1 K + 1 U 1 

F = 2 W 

W 

W 

^ 1 MO 2 2 -3 , „ 
+ Γ 0 4 ^ Η μ Ν Γ + C 1 

01 

IV-o 2 2 -3 „ 
2 SE g H ^N Γ - C ] 

01 

+ l ^ 4 4 r " 3 - 2 c i 
01 

(6-2) 
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The first terms in the right hand parts of Eqs. (6-2) representing the con

tributions from the spin-spin interaction were numerically evaluated from 

the molecular structure of H2S (BUR 53), as indicated in Fig. 6.3, and the 

magnetic moment of the proton |j.j-j = 2.792670nuclear magnetons (μτι =έ?Ημ·Ν)· 

The value of -^ g H ДхтГ~' .when expressed in frequency units, equals 17.373 

kHz. 

By comparing the spectra of Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 with the relative intensities 

of thehyperfinetransitionsof Table 6.1 it is suggested that the strong central 

peak must be due to the transition F = 2 —• 2. 

CI 

!s/ 
•——^. -iffrmolecular centr· of mass 

/ь ι 
Fig.6.3. Geometry of the H2S molecule, 

a, b and с refer to the axes of least-, 
intermediate- and greatest principal moment of inertia. 

A consideration of the widths of the peaks m the spectrum further suggests 

that the central peak and the peak on the high frequency side of the spectrum 

are single lines. The latter turned out to be due to the F = 2 —·- 1 transition 

because otherwise even a rough agreement between the theoretical results 

of Eqs. (6-2) and experiment could not be obtained for any trial value of the 

ClQi and С і 1 0 . 

As has been pointed out in Chapter IV the intensity of the molecular beam 

gradually decreases during a recording of the spectrum. The theoretical 

intensities of Table 6-1 were corrected for this effect before applying them 

to the interpretation of the spectrum. This was done by chosing the two single 

lines (F = 2—-2 and F = 2—•!) as calibration points and assuming that the 

intensity of the beam decreases linearly with time during a measurement. 

The best fit was obtained for the following values of the hyperfine coupling 

constants: 

H 2 S 3 2 c l i o = -16.11 ± 0.10 kHz. c l o i = . 1 5 > 8 8 1 0 Д 5 k H Z i 

H 2 S C l , n = - 1 6 · 0 2 + 0 · 1 5 k H z . c i = - i 5 · 6 1 + 0 · 2 5 k H z · С6"3) 
lu - i 0 1 
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The line shape which was used for the fit was that of the central single line 

in the spectrum. The theoretical envelope based on the values of the hyper-

fine coupling constants of Eq. (6-3), is shown as the dashed line in Figs. 6.1 

and 6.2. An energy level scheme for the I Q I — • Ι χ ο transition of b^S^ 2 which 

shows the contributions of the ? · 7 interaction and the spin-spin interaction, 

is given in Fig. 6.4. 

kHz 
40 

30 -

20 

10 

0 

-io 

- 2 0 

- 3 0 

- * 0 

kHz 

40 -

30 

20 

10 

0 

-10 

- 2 0 

- 3 0 

- 4 0 

lio 

1S8,762-760 MHz 

'oi 

- F . O 
' F » 1 

• F.2 

•F.O 

• F . I 

• F s 2 

c32 Fig.6.4. Energy level diagram of the rotational transition I Q I — • Ijo o f H2S 
On the left the two rotational levels are shown without any contributions from hyperfine 
effects, in the middle the I -J interaction has been taken into account, and on the right the 

actual energy levels are shown including also the spin-spin interaction. 

The RMS errors quoted in the hyperfine coupling constants have been ob

tained by applying the usual theory of error . Although the agreement between 

theory and experiment is very good a further reduction of the RMS error by 
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performing more measurements of the same spectrum is of little value be

cause systematic er rors are probably present in the theoretical description. 

The presence of such errors was pointed out by Treacy and Beers (TRE 62). 

Treacy and Beers calculated the three diagonal elements Tgg of the magnetic 

tensor of НЕЮ from the hyperfine coupling constants of six rotational levels. 

In this way six expressions, similar to Eq. (5-32), were obtained with the 

three Ύσσ s as unknown quantities. In principle the Tgg s were over-specified 

by these equations, which should provide in that way a check whether the Tgg's 

are true molecular constants or not. Treacy and Beers found discrepancies 

up to 6 percent. However, the six equations were not quite linearly indepen

dent and a crucial test of the theory was not possible. Probably the discre

pancies are much larger than 6 per cent. A shortcoming of the theoretical 

description seems to be the use of the rigid rotor approximation; moreover 

a rotational dependency may be present in the electronic contribution to the 

magnetic tensor. 

From Eqs. (5-32) and (6-1) the following relations are obtained for the 

diagonal elements of the tensor Τ and the hyperfine coupling constants: 

C l 1 0 = Î ( ? a a + ï b b > 

C l 0 1 = Ì ( T b b + T c c ) . (6-4) 

It isnot possible to obtain the three diagonal elements Tgg of the magnetic 

tensor from the two equations (6-4) *). A comparison of the results obtained 

for the two isotopie species H2S^2 and ^ S ^ 4 gives no new information con

cerning the hyperfine coupling constants. The difference between the hyperfine 

coupling constants of the isotopie species is too small for the present accuracy 

of measurement. A comparison between theory and experiment by calculating 

the components of the tensor T, from Eqs. (5-9) and (5-12) is not possible 

because of lack of accurate molecular electronic wave functions. The calcu

lations of such wave functions comes into reach of modem computing tech

niques and the measured values for the hyperfine coupling constants, must be 

accounted for by any complete theory in molecular electronic wave functions. 

*) Note added in proof. Recently we measured also the З21 — З30 transition of Yi2S^ oc
curring at 303.505 GHz. It turned out that the hyperfine coupling constants СЗ21 and 

С 3зй w e r e b o t h eq" 3 ! to -16.0 kHz. The diagonal elements Tgg of the magnetic tensor 
coafânow be solved. The results were: T a a » -15.6 kHz, Тьь = -16.4 kHz and T c c = -15.6 
kHz. These values of the Tgg satisfy the four linear independent expressions, one for each 
hyperfine coupling constant, with an accuracy of better than i%. 
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6.2 SPECTRAL LINES WITHOUT STRUCTURE 

The frequencies of rotational transitions which were investigated with the 

present spectrometer and the corresponding half-widths of the spectral lines 

are listed in Table 6-2. For the two transitions which show hyperfine struc

ture the half-width of a single line in the spectrum is given, while the transi

tion frequency has been calculated by correcting for the hyperfine effects, 

as was discussed in Section 6.1. 

Owing to the small line width the accuracy with which the transition fre

quencies have been determined exceeds that of older measurements (BUR 53), 

performed with a gas absorption cell with a factor of about 200. 

As can be seen from Table 6-2 the half-width obtained for the H2O absorp

tion line is about twice the half-width of the H2S absorption lines. This arises 

from the larger Doppler- and Heisenberg broadening resulting from the higher 

velocity of the H2O molecules. The mean velocity of the H2O molecules is 

about twice the velocity of the H2S molecules because of their smaller mass 

and the larger oven temperature applied in the experiments on water. 

The largest contribution to the line widths comes from the frequency in

stabilities of the signal source, about 3 kHz in all cases. The contributions 

from Doppler- and Heisenberg broadening are each about 2.5 kHz for H2S, 

and 5 kHz for ШО. 
T a b l e 6-2 

Measured frequencies of rotational transitions 

Molecule 

H2S 3 2 

H2S34 

H2O 

H2S 3 2 

H 2 S 3 4 

Rotational 
transition 

loi ~ По*) 

loi—По*) 

2 2 0 " * 3 1 3 

2 l l — 2 2 0 

2 1 1 — 2 20 

Frequency 
(MHz) 

168,762.760 +0.002 

167,910.516 +0.002 

183,310.0906 + 0.0015 

216,710.4365+0.0015 

213,376.9236 + 0.002 

Half-width 
of 

spectral line 

4.8 

4.8 

9.3 

5.0 

5.8 

*) The values for the frequency of these rotational transitions (which show hyperfine 
structure) have been calculated from the hyperfine spectrum by correcting for the 
known contributions from the hyperfine interactions. 
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HjO Zjo -*3|э transition 
о * <ІвЭ.Э10О9О6±й0015)МНг 

Δ ν . 9.Э h Ht 

•*ььп 
163,310.0720 MHz 

I L 
Vo 

Λ. 
trtquency (бкНк b»tw*«n т а г к гз) 

I I I L. 

Fig.6.5. Absorption line of the ^20~*^13 transition of H2O. 
Note the non-linearity of the frequency scale. 

Н 2 5 " 2 ц - » 2 } о transition 
V 0 = (216,710.4365± 00015)MHz 
Д г S.0 kHz 

216.710.41SO MHz 
frequency 
(13.5 kHz between marken) 

Fig.6.6. Absorption line of the 2^-» 22Q transition of b^S 32 
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One might be tempted to redetermine the rotational constants or the mo

lecular structure of H2S with extremely high accuracy from the spectroscopic 

data of Table 6-2. In the case of a true rigid rotating molecule this would be 

possible indeed. However, as has been pointed out by Lawrance and Strand-

berg (LAW 51), and by Hillger and Strandberg (HIL 51) centrifugal distortion 

effects in light asymmetric rotors are notoriously large and cause frequency 

shifts of spectral lines of the order of tens of MHz from the frequencies pre

dicted in the rigid rotor approximation. The data of Table 6-2 are insufficient 

for an evaluation of the centrifugal distortion effects. 

Recordings of the spectral lines which show no hyperfine structure are 

given in Figs. 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7. 

Fig.6.7. Absorption line of the 2̂ —» 220 transition of H2S· 
Note the non-linearity of the frequency scale. 
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6.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The present investigation has shown that it is very well possible to make 

measurements on molecular rotational transitions in the shorter millimeter 

wavelength region, with a resolution high enough to study magnetic hyperfine 

interactions. 

The resolution of the present spectrometer defined simply as v/Avwith 

Δν as half-width of the spectral lines, is of the order of 4 χ IO?. The half-

width of 5 kHz approaches values obtainable with maser spectrometers at 

much lower frequencies. Moreover, the present half-width can be reduced 

by another factor of two by improving the frequency stability of the primary 

sources. 

The large frequency region extending roughly from 100- to 300 GHz is 

very attractive because nearly all molecules, with the exception of the very 

light ones have strong absorption lines in this region. 

In fact the main component of the spectrometer, the parallel-plate cell, 

has a bandwidth extending from, say, 25 GHz up to the submillimeter wave

length-region. (The aperture of the horn should at least be some wavelengths 

long in order to obtain a well collimated beam of radiation). Extension of the 

frequency region beyond the 100 - 300 GHz region merely demands new horns 

and waveguide components. 

In addition to the study of electric- and magnetic hyperfine interactions in 

molecules the device can be used for the investigation of centrifugal distor

tion effects, which gives information about the molecular potential energy. 

The large frequency bandwidth is of great value for these kind of experi

ments. 

A limitation of the applicability is that the substance investigated should 

have sufficiently low vapour pressure at liquid nitrogen temperature. How

ever, thepresent spectrometer can also be adapted for hot beams. This would 

open an interesting field of molecular research. 
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SUMMARY 
In this thesis a method is described for the investigation with very high 

resolution of molecular rotational transitions occurring in the shorter mil

limeter wavelength region. The half-widths of the spectral lines were of the 

order of magnitude of 5 kHz whereas the resonance frequencies were of the 

order of 200 GHz. 

Owing to this high resolution it was possible, for example, to measure the 

magnetichyperfinestructure in the rotational transition I Q I — - ІЮ of ^2^ 

and H2S 3 4 (Chapter VI). 

The interpretation of these spectra is based on a Hamiltonian given by 

Gunther-Mohr, Townes and Van Vleck (1954). The matrix of this hyperfine 

Hamiltonian was calculated for H2S-type molecules using techniques of sphe

rical tensor operators (Chapter V). 

The very high resolution was obtained by sending a molecular beam of high 

directivity perpendicularly to the path of the millimeter wave radiation through 

the absorption cell. In this way the Doppler broadening of the spectral lines 

was reduced by a factor of 50 with respect to a conventional gas absorption 

cell. The molecular beam which had to be of sufficient high intensity and of 

high directivity was obtained by using a large Zacharias oven and a diaphragm 

of special design (Chapter III). 

In addition to the molecular beam of high directivity, the millimeter wave 

signal which induces the transitions should be of a high frequency stability. 

This was obtained by phase-locking the radiation sources to the 100 kHz sig

nal from a precision standard frequency generator. The millimeter waves 

were generated by means of frequency multiplication with a diode of the signal 

from a fundamental source working in a lower frequency region. 

Superheterodyne detection together with low frequency Stark modulation 

were applied for highest sensitivity (Chapter IV). 

The absorption cell was a parallel-plate type absorption cell, whose pro

perties were investigated theoretically and experimentally (Chapter II). 

The present spectrometer combines good sensitivity with very high reso

lution and has an extremely large frequency bandwidth extending from about 

100 GHz to about 300 GHz. These properties make the device promising for 

future applications. 
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SAMENVATTING 

In dit proefschrift wordt een methode beschreven met behulp waarvan ro 

tatie overgangen van moleculen, die liggen in het millimeter golflengte-gebied, 

kunnen worden onderzocht gebruik makend van een zeer hoog oplossend ver

mogen. De halve breedtes van de spectraallijnen waren van de orde van 

grootte van 5 kHz terwijl de resonantie frequenties van de spectraallijnen 

van de orde van 200 GHz waren. 

Vanwege het zeer hoge oplossende vermogen was het bijvoorbeeld mogelijk 

de magnetische hyperfijne structuur in de rotatie overgang IQI—-i-iQ van 

H2S32 en H2S34 te meten (Hoofdstuk VI). 

De interpretatie van deze spectra is gebaseerd op een Hamiltoniaan af

komstig van Gunther-Mohr, Townes en Van Vleck (1954). De matrix van deze 

Hamiltoniaan werd, voor H2S en daarop gelijkende moleculen, berekend waar

bij uitsluitend gebruik gemaakt werd van de techniek voor het berekenen van 

matrix elementen van sferische tensor operatoren (Hoofdstuk V). 

Het zeer hoge oplossende vermogen werd verkregen door een molecuul 

bundel door een absorptie cel te zenden en wel loodrecht op de richting waar

in de millimeter golven zich voortplanten. Op deze manier werd de Doppler 

lijnbreedte met ongeveer een factor 50 gereduceerd in vergelijking met de 

breedte die de lijn zou hebben bij een gewone gasabsorptie cel. De molecuul 

bundel die voldoende intensief moest zijn en tevens een hoge graad van ge

richtheid moest hebben, werd verkregen met behulp van een Zacharias oven 

en een speciaal voor dit doel ontworpen diafragma (Hoofdstuk III). 

Naast een bundel van goed gerichte moleculen is een grote frequentie sta

biliteit van het signaal dat de overgangen induceert, een vereiste. Deze grote 

stabiliteit werd verkregen door de stralingsbronnen fasestar te koppelen aan 

het 100 kHz signaal, afgegeven door een precisie standaard frequentie genera

tor. De millimeter golven werden opgewekt door middel van frequentie ver

menigvuldiging met behulp van een diode. Ter verkrijging van een zo groot 

mogelijke gevoeligheid werd een superheterodyne detectie methode toegepast 

tezamen met Stark-modulatie en fase gevoelige detectie (Hoofdstuk IV). 

De absorptie cel bestond uit twee evenwijdige koperen platen. De micro-
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golf eigenschappen van deze cel werden zowel theoretisch als experimenteel 

onderzocht (Hoofdstuk II). 

De in dit proefschrift beschreven spectrometer paart een goede gevoelig

heid aan een zeer hoog oplossend vermogen, bovendien kan hij gebruikt wor

den in het zeer grote frequentie gebied van ongeveer 100 GHz tot ongeveer 

300 GHz. Deze eigenschappen kunnen er toe bijdragen dat de spectrometer 

gebruikt zal worden voor veel spectroscopisch onderzoek. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 

I 

De in hoofdstuk V gebruikte methode voor het berekenen van de matrix ele
menten van de spin-spin- en de spin-rotatie interactie bij asymmetrische 
tol moleculen kan eveneens worden toegepast voor het berekenen van de ma
trix elementen van de electrostatische interactie van het electrische quadru-
pool moment van een kern met de overige ladingen in het molecuul. 

II 

Voor het verkrijgen van een millimeter golf vermogen groter dan wat kan 
worden verkregen met behulp van frequentievermenigvuldiging, biedt het men
gen van de signalen van twee fundamentele bronnen een goede mogelijkheid. 

Ill 

Bij het berekenen van de Doppler verbreding van spectraallijnen dient men er 
op bedacht te zijn dat deze berekening verschillend is voor gevallen waarbij 
een resonant systeem (trilholte) als absorptiecel wordt toegepast en voor ge
vallen waarbij een niet-resonant systeem (golfpijp cel) wordt gebruikt. 

K.SHIMODA, T.C.WANG. C.H.TOWNES, Phys.Rev. 102, 1308 (1955) 

IV 

DedoorGiordmaineen Wang verkregen experimentele resultaten betreffende 
de richtingsverdeling van gasmoleculen die uit een nauwe buis in een geëva
cueerde ruimte stromen, zijn in aanzienlijk betere overeenstemming met hun 
theorie dan door hen wordt onderkend. 

J.A.GIORDMAINE, T.C.WANG, J.Appl.Phys. 31, 463 (1960) 

V 

In vele boeken die de theorie van transmissielijnen behandelen wordt ver
ondersteld dat de absolute waarde van de amplitude reflectie coëfficiënt, 
welke de reflectie beschrijft aan een impedantie waarmee de transmissielijn 
is afgesloten, te allen tijde kleiner dan of gelijk aan een is . Deze veronder
stelling is onjuist. 

J.J.KARAKASH, "Transmission Lines and Filter Networks", The 
Macmillan Company, New York (1950) 

G.KLAGES, "Einführung in die Mikrowellenphysik", Dr.Dietrich 
Steinkopff, Darmstadt (1956) 



VI 

Het berekenen van impedanties van een transmissielijn afgesloten met een 
impedantie die een veel grotere of veel kleinere absolute waarde heeft dan de 
karakteristieke impedantie van de transmissielijn, met behulp van het Smith-
diagram is onnauwkeurig. In deze gevallen verdient het aanbeveling gebruik 
te maken van het Guillien diagram. 

P.H.SMITH, Electronics 12, 29 (1939) en 17, 130 (1944) 
R.GUILUEN, L'onde électrique 35, 1164 (1955) 

VII 

Uit de publicatie van Nicollian en Goetzberger over onderzoekingen aangaande 
oppervlakte toestanden bij geoxideerd silicium blijkt onvoldoende duidelijk dat 
de invloed van de serieweerstand in het meetobject op de juiste wijze is in 
rekening gebracht. 

E.HJMICOLLIAN en A.GOETZBERGER, Appl.Phys.Letters 7, 216 
(1965) 

VIII 

Bij onderzoekingen aan de oppervlakte parameters van met een oxidehuid 
bedekt silicium, onder gebruikmaking van zgn. MOS-capaciteiten, is vaak on
voldoende rekening gehouden met de invloed van het metaal. 

Y.MIURA, Jap.J.App.Phys. 4, 958 (1965) 
J.LINDMAYER, Solid-State Electronics 9, 225 (1966) 
L.LINDNER, Bell Syst. Tech. J. 41, 804 (1962) 

IX 

De waarde die Sears opgeeft voor de oscillatie frequentie ω 0 van het centrale 
atoom in zijn model voor vloeistoffen, is ongeveer een factor twee kleiner dan 
de waarde die volgt uit het berekenen van het tweede moment van het door hem 
afgeleide frequentie spectrum. 

V.F.SEARS, Proc.Phys.Soc. 86, 953 (1965) 
B.R.A.NIJBOER, A.RAHMAN, Physica 32, 415 (1966) 

Het door studenten, met experimentele natuurkunde als hoofdvak, laten ver
richten van onderzoek in nauwe samenwerking met anderen, verdient de voor
keur boven het door hen laten verrichten van zelfstandig onderzoek. 

C.Huiszoon 30 juni 1966 






